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LIMIT DISTRIBUTIONS OF RANDOM MATRICES
ROMUALD LENCZEWSKI
Abstract. We study limit distributions of independent random matrices as well as
limit joint distributions of their blocks under normalized partial traces composed with
classical expectation. In particular, we are concerned with the ensemble of symmet-
ric blocks of independent Hermitian random matrices which are asymptotically free,
asymptotically free from diagonal deterministic matrices, and whose norms are uni-
formly bounded. This class contains symmetric blocks of unitarily invariant Hermitian
random matrices whose asymptotic distributions are compactly supported probability
measures on the real line. Our approach is based on the concept of matricial freeness
which is a generalization of freeness in free probability. We show that the associ-
ated matricially free Gaussian operators provide a unified framework for studying the
limit distributions of sums and products of independent rectangular random matrices,
including non-Hermitian Gaussian matrices and matrices of Wishart type.
1. Introduction and main results
One of the most important features of free probability is its close relation to random
matrices. It has been shown by Voiculescu [33] that Hermitian random matrices with
independent Gaussian entries are asymptotically free. This result has been generalized
by Dykema to non-Gaussian random matrices [12] and has been widely used by many
authors in their studies of asymptotic distributions of random matrices. It shows that
there is a concept of noncommutative independence, called freeness, which is fundamen-
tal to the study of large random matrices and puts the classical result of Wigner [36]
on the semicircle law as the limit distribution of certain symmetric random matrices in
an entirely new perspective.
In particular, if we are given an ensemble of independent Hermitian n ˆ n random
matrices
tY pu, nq : u P Uu
whose entries are suitably normalized and independent complex Gaussian random vari-
ables for each natural n, then
lim
nÑ8
τpnqpY pu1, nq . . . Y pum, nqq “ Φpωpu1q . . . ωpumqq
for any u1, . . . , um P U, where tωpuq : u P Uu is a semicircular family of free Gauss-
ian operators living in the free Fock space with the vacuum state Φ and τpnq is the
normalized trace composed with classical expectation called the trace in the sequel.
This realization of the limit distribution gives a fundamental relation between random
matrices and operator algebras.
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The basic original random matrix model studied by Voiculescu corresponds to inde-
pendent complex Gaussian variables, where the entries Yi,jpu, nq of each matrix Y pu, nq
satisfy the Hermiticity condition, have mean zero, and the variances of real-valued di-
agonal Gaussian variables Yj,jpu, nq are equal to 1{n, whereas those of the real and
imaginary parts of the off-diagonal (complex-valued) Gaussian variables Yi,jpu, nq are
equal to 1{2n. If we relax the assumption on equal variances, the scalar-valued free
probability is no longer sufficient to describe the asymptotics of Gaussian random ma-
trices. One approach is to use the operator-valued free probability, as in the work of
Shlakhtyenko [32], who studied the asymptotics of Gaussian random band matrices and
proved that they are asymptotically free with amalgamation over some commutative
algebra. This approach was further developed by Benaych-Georges [6] who treated the
case when one of the asymptotic dimensions vanishes.
Our approach is based on the decomposition of independent Hermitian Gaussian
random matrices Y pu, nq with block-identical variances of |Yi,jpu, nq| into symmetric
blocks Tp,qpu, nq, where u P U and n P N, namely
Y pu, nq “
ÿ
1ďpďqďr
Tp,qpu, nq,
where symmetric blocks can be written in the form
Tp,qpu, nq “
"
DqY pu, nqDq if p “ q
DpY pu, nqDq `DqY pu, nqDp if p ă q
where tD1, . . . , Dru is the family of nˆn diagonal matrices that forms a decomposition
of the n ˆ n identity matrix corresponding to the partition of rns :“ t1, . . . , nu into
disjoint nonempty intervals N1, . . . , Nr and we assume that
lim
nÑ8
nq
n
“ dq ě 0
for any q, where nq denotes the cardinality of Nq. Of course, the quantities Nq, nq, Dq
depend on n, but this is suppressed in our notation.
At the same time, we decompose each semicircular Gaussian operator in terms of the
corresponding r ˆ r array of matricially free Gaussian operators [23], namely
ωpuq “
rÿ
p,q“1
ωp,qpuq,
living in the matricially free Fock space of tracial type, similar to the matricially free
Fock space introduced in [23], in which we distinguish a family of states tΨ1, . . . ,Ψru
associated with a family of vacuum vectors. These states are used to build the array
pΨp,qq by setting Ψp,q “ Ψq.
Nevertheless, in order to reproduce the limit distributions of symmetric blocks in the
case when the variances are only block-identical rather than identical, which is obtained
by a rescaling, we also need to rescale the matricially free Gaussian operators in the
above expressions. The corresponding arrays of distributions
rσpuqs “
¨˚
˚˝ σ1,1puq κ1,2puq . . . κ1,rpuqκ2,1puq σ2,2puq . . . κ2,rpuq
. .
. . . .
κr,1puq κr,2puq . . . σr,rpuq
‹˛‹‚
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consisting of semicircle laws σq,qpuq and Bernoulli laws κp,qpuq, replace the semicircle
laws σpuq and play the role of matricial semicircle laws. In turn, the rescaled matricially
free Gaussians pωp,qpuqq replace free Gaussians ωpuq and thus the corresponding sums
become more general objects called Gaussian pseudomatrices.
In any case, it is the family of symmetrized Gaussian operators defined by
pωp,qpuq “ " ωq,qpuq if p “ qωp,qpuq ` ωq,ppuq if p ă q
which gives the operatorial realizations of the limit joint distributions of the ensemble
of symmetric blocks of the family tY pu, nq : u P Uu of Hermitian Gaussian random
matrices (HGRM) in the case when the complex random variables in each symmetric
block are identically distributed.
In this setting, we obtain an operatorial realization of the limit joint distributions
of symmetric blocks of independent HGRM under partial traces τqpnq, by which we
understand normalized traces over the sets of basis vectors indexed by Nq, respectively,
composed with the classical expectation. It takes the form
lim
nÑ8
τqpnqpTp1,q1pu1, nq . . . Tpm,qmpum, nqq “ Ψqppωp1,q1pu1q . . . pωpm,qmpumqq,
where u1, . . . , um P U and the remaining indices belong to rrs. Next, from the result
for symmetric blocks of HGRM we can derive the limit joint distribution of symmetric
blocks of independent (non-Hermitian) Gaussian random matrices (GRM) as in the
case of GRM themselves given in [33].
This result can be viewed as a block refinement of that used by Voiculescu in his
fundamental asymptotic freeness result. Using the convex linear combination
Ψ “
rÿ
q“1
dqΨq,
we easily obtain a similar formula for τpnq considered by most authors in their studies of
asymptotics of random matrices. It is obvious that asymptotic freeness is a special case
of our asymptotic matricial freeness and it corresponds to the case when the variances of
all |Yi,jpu, nq| are identical. However, we also show that by considering partial traces we
can produce random matrix models for boolean independence, monotone independence
and s-freeness. It is not a coincidence since all these notions of independence arise in
the context of suitable decompositions of free random variables as shown in [21,22].
Let us remark that similar distributions for one HGRM were derived in our previous
paper [23]. Here, we generalize this result in several important directions:
(1) we study symmetric blocks of families of independent random matrices rather
than of one random matrix,
(2) we consider the class of Hermitian random matrices which are asymptotically
free, asymptotically free from tD1, . . . , Dru, and whose norms are uniformly
bounded,
(3) we include the case when some elements of the dimension matrix
D “ diagpd1, d2, . . . , drq,
called asymptotic dimensions, are equal to zero,
(4) we observe that similar results are obtained if we take symmetric blocks of
random matrices of dimension dpnq ˆ dpnq for dpnq Ñ 8 as nÑ8.
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The class of Hermitian random matrices mentioned above includes unitarily inva-
riant matrices converging in distribution to compactly supported probability measures
on the real line which are known to be asymptotically free and asymptotically free from
diagonal deterministic matrices [18]. Joint distributions of their blocks were studied
by Benaych-Georges [6] by means of freeness with amalgamation under the additional
assumption that the singular values of DpY pu, nqDq are deterministic.
It is especially interesting to study off-diagonal symmetric blocks consisting of two
rectangular blocks whose dimensions do not grow proportionately, with the larger di-
mension proportional to n and the smaller dimension growing slower than n. Such
blocks will be called unbalanced in contrast to the balanced ones, in which both di-
mensions are proportional to n. In the formulas for joint distributions under the trace
τpnq, the contributions from partial traces associated with vanishing asymptotic di-
mensions disappear in the limit. However, certain limit joint distributions involving
unbalanced symmetric blocks under the partial traces themselves become non-trivial
and interesting.
It should be pointed out that one can derive the limit joint distributions of all
balanced blocks, using ordinary freeness (with scalar-valued states) since the family
tY pu, nq : u P Uu is asymptotically free from tD1, . . . , Dru under τpnq and
τqpnqpXq “ n
nq
τpnqpDqXDqq
for any n ˆ n random matrix X and any q P rrs. However, when we have unbalanced
blocks, this does not seem possible. In particular, if dq “ 0, the joint distribution of
symmetric blocks under τqpnq is non-trivial, whereas its contribution to that under τpnq
is zero. Nevertheless, this ‘singular’ case seems to be of importance since it leads to new
random matrix models. For instance, it gives other types of asymptotic independence
as those mentioned above as well as a new random matrix model for free Meixner laws
and the associated asymptotic conditional freeness [24].
We also show that the study of non-Hermitian Gaussian random matrices (sometimes
called the Ginibre Ensemble) can be reduced to the Hermitian case as in Voiculescu’s
paper. Further, by considering off-diagonal blocks of our matrices, we can recover limit
joint distributions of independent Wishart matrices [37]
W pnq “ BpnqBpnq˚
where Bpnq is a complex Gaussian matrix, or a random matrix of similar type, where
each Bpnq is a product of independent Gaussian random matrices
Bpnq “ Y pu1, nqY pu2, nq . . . Y puk, nq,
provided their dimensions are such that the products are well-defined. These results
have led to the formula for the moments of the multiplicative free convolution of
Marchenko-Pastur laws of arbitrary shape paramaters, expressed in terms of mutli-
variate Fuss-Narayana polynomials [26].
In all these situations, it suffices to embed the considered matrices in the algebra of
symmetric blocks in an appropriate way. In particular, we obtain the random matrix
model for the noncommutative Bessel laws of Banica et al [4] in this fashion. Non-
Hermitian Wishart matrices, which are also of interest [19], can be treated in a similar
way. We also expect that a continuous generalization of our block method will allow
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us to treat symmetric triangular random matrices studied by Basu et al [5] and the
triangular ones studied by Dykema and Haagerup [13].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the concept of matricial
freeness, the corresponding arrays of Gaussian operators and matricial semicircle laws.
Symmetrized counterparts of these objects are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4,
we describe the combinatorics of the mixed moments of Gaussian operators and their
symmetrized counterparts. Realizations of canonical noncommutative random variables
in terms of matricially free creation and annihilation operators is given in Section 5.
The first main result of this paper is contained in Section 6, where we derive the
limit joint distributions of symmetric blocks of a large class of independent Hermitian
random matrices under partial traces. In Section 7, we construct random matrix models
for boolean, monotone and s-free independences. Non-Hermitian Gaussian random
matrices are treated in Section 8. Section 9 is devoted to Wishart matrices, matrices
of Wishart type and products of independent Gaussian random matrices.
Finally, we take this opportunity to issue an erratum to the definition of the symmet-
rically matricially free array of units given in [23]. The new definition entails certain
changes which are discussed in the Appendix.
2. Matricial semicircle laws
Let us recall the basic notions related to the concept of matricial freeness [22]. Let A
be a unital *-algebra with an array pAi,jq of non-unital *-subalgebras of A and let pϕi,jq
be an array of states on A. Here, and in the sequel, we shall skip J in the notations
involving arrays and we shall tacitly assume that pi, jq P J , where
J Ď rrs ˆ rrs,
and r is a natural number. Further, we assume that each Ai,j has an internal unit 1i,j,
by which we understand a projection for which a1i,j “ 1i,ja “ a for any a P Ai,j, and
that the unital subalgebra I of A generated by all internal units is commutative.
For each natural number m, let us distinguish the subset of the m-fold Cartesian
product J ˆ J ˆ . . .ˆ J of the form
J m “ tppi1, j1q, . . . , pim, jmqq : pi1, j1q ‰ . . . ‰ pim, jmqu,
and its subset
K m “ tppi1, i2q, pi2, i3q . . . , pim, jmqq : pi1, i2q ‰ pi2, i3q ‰ . . . ‰ pim, jmqu.
In other words, the neighboring pairs of indices in the set K m are not only different (as
in free products), but are related to each other as in matrix multiplication. Objects
labelled by diagonal or off-diagonal pairs, respectively, will be called diagonal and off-
diagonal.
If ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕr are states on A, we form an array of states pϕi,jq as follows:
ϕi,j “ ϕj
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and then we will say that pϕi,jq is defined by the family pϕjq. In particular, when
J “ rrs ˆ rrs, this array takes the form
pϕi,jq “
¨˚
˚˝ ϕ1 ϕ2 . . . ϕrϕ1 ϕ2 . . . ϕr
. .
. . . .
ϕ1 ϕ2 . . . ϕr
‹˛‹‚.
The states ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . ϕr can be defined as states which are conjugate to a distinguished
state ϕ on A, where conjugation is implemented by certain elements of the diagonal
subalgebras, namely
ϕjpaq “ ϕpb˚j abjq
for any a P A, where bj P Aj,j XKerϕ is such that ϕpb˚j bjq “ 1 for any j P rrs.
In general, other arrays can also be used in the definition of matricial freeness, but in
this paper we will only use those defined by a family of r states, say pϕjq, and thus the
definition of matricial freeness is adapted to this situation. Since the original definition
uses the diagonal states [22], which here coincide with ϕ1, . . . , ϕr, we shall use the latter
in all definitions.
Definition 2.1. We say that p1i,jq is a matricially free array of units associated with
pAi,jq and pϕi,jq if for any state ϕj it holds that
(a) ϕjpb1ab2q “ ϕjpb1qϕjpaqϕjpb2q for any a P A and b1, b2 P I,
(b) ϕjp1k,lq “ δj,l for any i, j, k, l,
(c) if ar P Air,jr XKerϕir ,jr , where 1 ă r ď m, then
ϕjpa1i1,j1a2 . . . amq “
"
ϕjpaa2 . . . amq if ppi1, j1q, . . . , pim, jmqq P K m
0 otherwise
.
where a P A is arbitrary and ppi1, j1q, . . . , pim, jmqq P J m.
Definition 2.2. We say that *-subalgebras pAi,jq are matricially free with respect to
pϕi,jq if the array of internal units p1i,jq is the associated matricially free array of units
and
ϕjpa1a2 . . . anq “ 0 whenever ak P Aik,jk XKerϕik,jk
for any state ϕj , where ppi1, j1q, . . . , pim, jmqq P J m. The matricially free array of vari-
ables pai,jq in a unital *-algebra A is defined in a natural way.
The most important example of matrically free operators are the matricial general-
izations of free Gaussian operators defined on a suitable Hilbert space of Fock type.
Definition 2.3. Let tHp,qpuq : pp, qq P J , u P Uu be a family of arrays of Hilbert spaces
and let Ω “ tΩ1, . . . ,Ωru be a family of unit vectors. By the matricially free Fock space
of tracial type we understand the direct sum of Hilbert spaces
M “
rà
q“1
Mq,
where each summand is of the form
Mq “ CΩq ‘
8à
m“1
à
p1,...,pmPrrs
u1,...,unPU
Hp1,p2pu1q bHp2,p3pu2q b . . .bHpm,qpumq
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where the summation extends over those indices which give tensor products of Hilbert
spaces associated with pairs which belong to J . The direct sum is endowed with the
canonical inner product.
Each space Mq is similar to the matricially free-boolean Fock space introduced in
[23] except that its tensor products do not have to end with diagonal free Fock spaces
and that we use a family of arrays of Hilbert spaces indexed by u P U. Thus, M is
equipped with a family of (vacuum) unit vectors. The associated states will be denoted
Ψqpaq “ xaΩq,Ωqy
for any a P BpMq and any q P rrs. This family is used to define an array of states. Thus,
let pΨp,qq be the array defined by the family pΨqq, thus Ψp,q “ Ψq for any pp, qq P J .
Remark 2.1. If Hp,q “ Cep,qpuq for any p, q, u, then the orthonormal basis B of the
associated matricially free Fock space M is given by vacuum vectors Ω1, . . . ,Ωr, and
simple tensors of the form
ep1,p2pu1q b ep2,p3pu2q b . . .b epm,qpumq
where p1, . . . , pm, q P rrs, u1, . . . , um P U and it is assumed that pp1, p2q, . . . , ppm, qq P J .
Definition 2.4. Let pbp,qpuqq be an array of non-negative real numbers for any u P U.
We associate with it the arrays of
(1) matricially free creation operators p℘p,qpuqq by setting
℘p,qpuqΩq “
b
bp,qpuqep,qpuq
℘p,qpuqpeq,sptq b wq “
b
bp,qpuqpep,qpuq b eq,sptq b wq
for any eq,sptqbw P B, where pp, qq, pq, sq P J and u, t P U, and their action onto
the remaining vectors is set to be zero,
(2) matricially free annihilation operators p℘˚p,qpuqq consisting of their adjoints,
(3) matricially free Gaussian operators pωp,qpuqq consisting of the sums
ωp,qpuq “ ℘p,qpuq ` ℘˚p,qpuq.
and the matrix pωp,qpuqq will be denoted by rωpuqs. The number bp,qpuq will be called
the covariance of ℘p,qpuq and the variance of ωp,qpuq w.r.t. Ψq.
Remark 2.2. Note that the above definition is very similar to that in [23] and for that
reason we use similar notations and the same terminology. Strictly speaking, however,
the above operators live in a larger Fock space, built by the action of a collection of
arrays of creation operators onto the family of vacuum vectors Ω rather than by the
action of one array onto one distinguished vacuum vector. Let us also remark that if
all covariances are equal to one, then the operators ℘p,qpuq are partial isometries which
generate Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger algebras [25] and thus ther are nice objects to work
with. Finally, in contrast to [23], we allow the covariances to vanish, which leads to
trivial operators.
Example 2.1. The moments of each operator ωp,qpuq will be easily obtained from
Proposition 2.3 (cf. [23, Proposition 4.2]). Therefore, let us compute some simple
mixed moments. First, we take only off-diagonal operators:
Ψqpωp,qpuqω4k,pptqωp,qpuqq “ Ψqp℘˚p,qpuq℘˚k,pptq℘k,pptq℘˚k,pptq℘k,pptq℘p,qpuqq
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“ b2k,pptqbp,qpuq
where p ‰ q ‰ k ‰ p and t, u P U are arbitrary. If some operators are diagonal, we
usually obtain more terms. For instance
Ψqpωp,qpuqω4p,pptqωp,qpuqq “ Ψqp℘˚p,qpuq℘˚p,pptq℘p,pptq℘˚p,pptq℘p,pptq℘p,qpuqq
` Ψqp℘˚p,qpuq℘˚p,pptq℘˚p,pptq℘p,pptq℘p,pptq℘p,qpuqq
“ 2b2p,pptqbp,qpuq
for any p ‰ q and any u, t P U. Let us observe that the pairings between the diagonal
annihilation and creation operators and between the off-diagonal ones are the same as
those between annihilation and creation operators in the free case and in the boolean
case, respectively.
Now, we would like to prove matricial freeness of collective Gaussian operators of
the form
ωp,q “ ℘p,q ` ℘˚p,q,
where
℘p,q “
ÿ
uPU
℘p,qpuq and ℘˚p,q “
ÿ
uPU
℘˚p,qpuq,
with respect to the array pΨp,qq. As in [23, Proposition 4.2], we will prove a more
general result on matricial freeness of the array of algebras pAp,qq generated by collective
creation, annihilation and unit operators.
For that purpose, let us define a suitable array of collective units p1p,qq. The easiest
way to do it is to say that 1p,q is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace onto which
the associated collective creation or annihilation operators act non-trivially. However,
a more explicit definition will be helpful.
Definition 2.5. By the array of collective units we will understand p1p,qq, where
1p,q “ rp,q ` sp,q for pp, qq P J ,
where sp,q is the orthogonal projection onto
Np,q :“
à
uPU
Ranp℘p,qpuqq,
and rp,q is the orthogonal projection onto
Kq,q “ CΩq ‘
à
k‰q
Nq,k,
Kp,q “ CΩq ‘
à
k
Nq,k,
for any diagonal pq, qq P J and off-diagonal pp, qq P J , respectively. Let us remark that
in the latter case rp,q “ 1q,q.
Proposition 2.1. The following relations hold:
℘p,qpuq℘k,lptq “ 0 and ℘˚p,qpuq℘˚k,lptq “ 0
for q ‰ k and any u, t P U. Moreover,
℘˚p,qpuq℘p,qpuq “ bp,qpuq1p,q
for any p, q, u, and otherwise ℘˚p,qpuq℘k,lptq “ 0 for any pp, q, uq ‰ pk, l, tq P J ˆ U.
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Proof. These relations follow from Proposition 2.1. 
One can give a nice tensor product realization of matricially free creation and anni-
hilation operators [25]. Let A be the unital *-algebra generated by the system of *-free
creation operators,
tℓpp, q, uq : 1 ď p, q ď rrs, u P Uu,
and let ϕ be the vacuum state on A. In general, we assume that the covariances of
these creation operators are arbitrary nonnegative numbers, that is
ℓpp, q, uq˚ℓpp, q, uq “ bp,qpuq ě 0.
The case of trivial covariance is included for convenience. This enables us to suppose
that J “ rrs ˆ rrs even if some of the operators in the considered arrays are zero.
The algebra of r ˆ r matrices with entries in A, namely MrpAq – A bMrpCq, is
equipped with the natural involution
pab epp, qqq˚ “ a˚ b epq, pq
where a P A and p, q P rrs and pepp, qqq is the r ˆ r array of matrix units in MrpCq.
Consider the states Φ1, . . . ,Φr on MrpAq of the form
Φq “ ϕb ψq
for any q P rrs, where ψqpbq “ xbepqq, epqqy and tepjq : j P rrsu is the canonical
orthonormal basis in Cr.
The result given below was proved in [25], but we provide the proof for the reader’s
convenience.
Lemma 2.1. The *-distributions of the arrays
tℓpp, q, uq b epp, qq : p, q P rrs, u P Uu
with respect to the states Φq agree with the corresponding *-distributions of the arrays
of matricially free creation operators
t℘p,qpuq : p, q P rrs, u P Uu
with respect to the states Ψq, respectively.
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that the covariances of all ℓpp, q, uq are equal to one.
Let FpHq be the free Fock space over the direct sum of Hilbert spaces
H “ à
1ďp,qďr
à
uPU
Hpp, q, uq,
where Hpp, q, uq “ Cepp, q, uq for any p, q, u, with each epp, q, uq being a unit vector,
and denote by Ω the vacuum vector in FpHq. Define an isometric embedding
τ :MÑ FpHq b Cr
by the formulas
τpΩqq “ Ωb epqq
τpep1,p2pu1q b . . .b epn,qpunqq “ epp1, p2, u1q b . . .b eppn, q, unq b epp1q,
for any q, p1, . . . , pn and u1, . . . , un, where tep1q, . . . , eprqu is the canonical basis in Cr.
We then have
τ℘p,qpuq “ pℓpp, q, uq b epp, qqqτ
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since
τp℘p,qpuqΩqq “ τpep,qpuqq “ epp, q, uq b eppq
“ pℓpp, q, uq b epp, qqqpΩb epqqq “ pℓpp, q, uq b epp, qqqτpΩqq
and
τp℘p,qpuqpeq,p2pu1q b . . .b epn,tpunqq
“ τpep,qpuq b eq,p2pu1q b . . .b epn,tpunqq
“ epp, q, uq b epq, p2, u1q b . . .b eppn, t, unq b eppq
“ pℓpp, q, uq b epp, qqqpepq, p2, u1q b . . .b eppn, t, unq b epqqq
“ pℓpp, q, uq b epp, qqqτpeq,p2pu1q b . . .b epn,tpunqq
for any values of indices and arguments, whereas the actions onto the remaining basis
vectors gives zero. This proves that ℘p,qpuq intertwines with ℓpp, q, uq b epp, qq. There-
fore, the *-distributions of ℘p,qpuq under the states Ψk agree with the corresponding
*-distributions of ℓpp, q, uqb epp, qq under the states Φk, respectively, which finishes the
proof. 
Using the above, it is easy to see that the matricially free Gaussian operators give
a decomposition of free semicircular operators even if the variances of the summands
are different. This fact will be used in the results related to asymptotic freeness of
Hermitian random matrices.
Proposition 2.2. Let tωp,qpuq : p, q P rrs, u P Uu be a family of matricially free Gauss-
ian operators w.r.t. pΨp,qq, where ωp,qpuq has variance dp ě 0 for any p, q, u, where
d1 ` . . .` dr “ 1. Then
(1) the operator of the form
ωpuq “
rÿ
p,q“1
ωp,qpuq
has the standard semicircular distribution w.r.t. Ψ “ řq dqΨq,
(2) it holds that ℘puq˚℘pvq “ δu,v1, where
℘puq “
rÿ
p,q“1
℘p,qpuq and ℘puq˚ “
rÿ
p,q“1
℘˚p,qpuq
for any u,
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1, we obtain
℘puq˚℘pvq “ p
ÿ
p,q
ℓpp, q, uq˚ b epq, pqqp
ÿ
i,j
ℓpi, j, vq b epi, jqq
“
ÿ
p,q,j
ℓpp, q, uq˚ℓpp, j, vq b epq, jq
“ δu,v
ÿ
p,q
ℓpp, q, uq˚ℓpp, q, uq b epq, qq
“ δu,v
ÿ
q
˜ÿ
p
dp
¸
p1b epq, qqq
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“ δu,v1
which proves (2). Then, (1) easily follows since each ℘p,qpuq˚ kills each vector Ωj “
Ωb epjq. This completes the proof. 
An important fact in the asymptotics of random matrices is that certain families are
asymptotically free from deterministic (in particular, diagonal) matrices. For that pur-
pose, we would like to find a suitable family of operators onM which would give a limit
realization of the family tD1, . . . , Dru of diagonal matrices defined in the Introduction.
This family will be denoted by tP1, . . . , Pru.
Lemma 2.2. Let t℘puq : u P Uu be as in Proposition 2.2 and let Pq “ 1 b epq, qq for
any q P rrs. Then the family t℘puq : u P Uu is *-free from the family tP1, . . . , Pru with
respect to the state Ψ “ řq dqΨq, where d1 ` . . .` dr “ 1.
Proof. We need to show that
ΨpQq0a1pu1qQq1a2pu2q . . . Qm´1ampumqQqmq “ 0
whenever each aqpuqq P KerΨ is a polynomial in ℘puqq, q P rms, whereas each Qqj is
either equal to one (then we have uj ‰ uj`1), or Qqj “ Pqj ´ ΨpPqjq (in that case we
have to consider any uj, uj`1). Note that the case when m “ 0 is obviously true. As
usual, we write each polynomial ajpujq in the reduced form, that is we assume that it
is a linear combination of products of the form
℘pujqppp℘pujqq˚qq
where p` q ą 0. It suffices to show that any product of matrices
PqQq0a1pu1qQq1a2pu2q . . . Qm´1ampumqQqmPq
(we treat all factors as operator-valued matrices) is a linear combination of terms of the
form w b epq, qq, where ϕpwq “ 0. This means that any product of the corresponding
entries ℓppj, qj , ujq and ℓppj , qj, ujq˚ arising in the computation of the above moment
does not reduce to a non-zero constant. If uj ‰ uj`1, such a reduction is not possible
since the neighboring products of operators appearing at the first tensor site are free
since they correspond to different elements of U. In turn, if uj “ uj`1 “ u, then we
must have Qqj ‰ 1 in between ajpuq and aj`1puq. Then, the only terms in polynomials
ajpuq and aj`1puq which can produce non-zero constants at the first tensor site are such
in which Qqj is placed between ℘puq* and ℘puq (the case when m “ 1 is easy and is
omitted). In order to examine this situation, we use the explicit form of Qqj “ Qp,
where we set qj “ p for simplicity,
Qp “ diagp´dp, . . . ,´dp, 1´ dp,´dp, . . . ,´dpq,
with 1´ dp at the position p. An easy matrix multiplication gives
℘puq˚Qp℘puq “ diagpc1, . . . , crq
where
cj “ p1´ dpqℓpp, j, uq˚ℓpp, j, uq ´ dp
ÿ
i‰p
ℓpi, j, uq˚ℓpi, j, uq
“ p1´ dpqdp ´ dp
˜ÿ
i‰p
di
¸
“ 0
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and thus such terms also give zero contribution. This proves that t℘puq : u P Uu is
*-free from tP1, . . . , Pru, which completes the proof. 
Remark 2.3. Using Proposition 2.2, we can easily obtain the formulas
℘p,qpuq “ Pp℘puqPq and ℘p,qpuq˚ “ Pq℘puq˚Pp
which leads to
ωp,qpuq “ Pp℘puqPq ` Pq℘puq˚Pp
for any p, q, u, as well as similar formulas for the symmetrized Gaussian operators. If
℘p,qpuq has covariance bp,qpuq, then we just need to rescale the above expressions. This
enables us to express mixed moments of matricially free Gaussian operators and of their
symmetrized counterparts under Ψ in terms of mixed moments of ωpuq and tP1, . . . , Pru.
The same is true for any Ψq for which dq ‰ 0.
The arrays of laws of the operators ωp,qpuq consist of semicircle and Bernoulli laws.
Therefore, let us recall their definitions. By the semicircle law of radius 2α ą 0 we
understand the continuous distribution on the interval r´2α, 2αs with density
dσ “
?
4α2 ´ x2
2πα2
dx
and the Cauchy transform
Gpzq “ z ´
?
z2 ´ 4α2
2α2
,
where the branch of the square root is chosen so that
?
z2 ´ 4α2 ą 0 if z P R and
z P p2α,8q. In turn, by the Bernoulli law concentrated at ˘α we understand the
discrete distribution
κ “ δ´α ` δα
2
with the Cauchy transform
Gpzq “ 1
z ´ α2{z .
Proposition 2.3. For any pp, qq P J , let
Ap,q “ Cx℘p,q, ℘˚p,q, 1p,qy
and let pΨp,qq be the array of states on BpMq defined by the states Ψ1, . . . ,Ψr associated
with the vacuum vectors Ω1, . . . ,Ωr, respectively. Then
(1) the array pAp,qq is matricially free with respect to pΨp,qq, where the array of units
is given by Definition 2.5,
(2) the Ψq,q-distribution of non-trivial ωq,qpuq is the semicircle law of radius 2
a
bq,qpuq
for any pq, qq P J and u P U,
(3) the Ψp,q-distribution of non-trivial ωp,qpuq is the Bernoulli law concentrated at
˘abp,qpuq for any off-diagonal pp, qq P J and u P U.
Proof. The proof reduces to that of [23, Proposition 4.2] since we can use Proposition
2.2 to get
℘p,q “ Pp
˜ÿ
uPU
℘puq
¸
Pq and ℘
˚
p,q “ Pq
˜ÿ
uPU
℘puq
¸˚
Pp
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where t℘puq : u P Uu is *-free with respect to Ψ and ℘puq˚℘pvq “ δu,v. 
Corollary 2.1. If J “ rrs ˆ rrs, then the array of distributions of non-trivial ωp,qpuq,
u P U, in the states pΨp,qq takes the matrix form
rσpuqs “
¨˚
˚˝ σ1,1puq κ1,2puq . . . κ1,rpuqκ2,1puq σ2,2puq . . . κ2,rpuq
. .
. . . .
κr,1puq κr,2puq . . . σr,rpuq
‹˛‹‚
where σq,qpuq is the semicircle law of radius 2
a
bq,qpuq for any q and κp,qpuq is the
Bernoulli law concentrated at ˘abp,qpuq for any p ‰ q.
Proof. This is a special case of Proposition 2.3. 
Each matrix of the above form plays the role of a matricial semicircle law (called
standard if each diagonal law is the semicircle law of radius two and each off-diagonal law
is the Bernoulli law concentrated at ˘1). In the case when some of the operators ωp,qpuq
are equal to zero, the corresponding measures are replaced by δ0. More interestingly,
the family tσpuq, u P Uu can be treated as a family of independent matricial semicircle
laws.
3. Symmetrized matricial semicircle laws
The matricially free Gaussian operators are the ones which give the operatorial real-
izations of limit distributions for Hermitian Gaussian random matrices and their sym-
metric blocks in the most general case studied in this paper, including the situation
when the dimension matrix D is singular (contains zeros on the diagonal).
In particular, in the case when the dimension matrix D has one zero on the diagonal
and we evaluate the limit distribution of certain rectangular symmetric blocks under
the associated partial trace, we obtain the case studied by Benaych-Georges [6]. We will
show that this general situation requires us to use non-symmetrized arrays of Gaussian
operators. Nevertheless, the special case when D has no zeros on the diagonal is worth
to be studied separately since in this case the limit distribution assumes an especially
nice form. Then each ωp,qpuq is non-trivial and, moreover, it always appears together
with ωq,ppuq whenever p ‰ q. This leads to the following definition.
Definition 3.1. If J is symmetric, then the symmetrized creation operators are opera-
tors of the form p℘p,qpuq “ " ℘q,qpuq if p “ q℘p,qpuq ` ℘q,ppuq if p ‰ q
for any pp, qq P J and u P U. Their adjoints p℘˚p,qpuq will be called symmetrized annihi-
lation operators. The symmetrized Gaussian operators are sums of the formpωp,qpuq “ p℘p,qpuq ` p℘˚p,qpuq
for any pp, qq P J and u P U. Each matrix ppωp,qpuqq will be called a symmetrized
Gaussian matrix. Of course, the matrices of symmetrized operators are symmetric.
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We have shown in [23] that one array of symmetrized Gaussian operators gives the
asymptotic joint distributions of symmetric random blocks of one Gaussian random
matrix if the matrix D is non-singular. In other words, symmetric blocks of a square
Gaussian random matrix behave as symmetrized Gaussian operators when the size of
the matrix goes to infinity. We will generalize this result to the case when we have
a family of matrices indexed by a finite set U and we will allow the matrix D to be
singular. The second situation leads to the following definition.
Definition 3.2. If ωp,qpuq ‰ 0 and ωq,ppuq ‰ 0, then pωp,qpuq will be called balanced. If
ωq,ppuq “ 0 and ωp,qpuq ‰ 0 or ωp,qpuq “ 0 and ωq,ppuq ‰ 0, then pωp,qpuq will be called
unbalanced. If ωp,qpuq “ ωq,ppuq “ 0, then pωp,qpuq “ 0 will be called trivial.
Example 3.1. In order to see the difference in computations of moments between the
matricially free Gaussian operators and their symmetrizations, consider the following
examples:
Ψ1pω41,2q “ 0
Ψ2pω41,2q “ Ψ2p℘˚1,2℘1,2℘˚1,2℘1,2q “ b21,2
Ψ1ppω41,2q “ Ψ1pω42,1q `Ψ1pω2,1ω21,2ω2,1q
“ Ψ1p℘˚2,1℘2,1℘˚2,1℘2,1q `Ψ1p℘˚2,1℘˚1,2℘1,2℘2,1q “ b22,1 ` b1,2b2,1
Ψ2ppω41,2q “ Ψ2pω41,2q `Ψ1pω1,2ω22,1ω1,2q
“ Ψ1p℘˚1,2℘1,2℘˚1,2℘1,2q `Ψ1p℘˚1,2℘˚2,1℘2,1℘1,2q “ b21,2 ` b1,2b2,1
where, for simplicity, we took ωp,qpuq “ ωp,q for some fixed u in all formulas. If, for
instance, ω1,2 “ 0, then the third moment reduces to b22,1 and the remaining three
moments vanish.
In order to state the relation between the symmetrized operators, let us define the
collective symmetrized units in terms of the array p1p,qq of Definition 2.5 asp1p,q “ 1p,q ` 1q,p ´ 1p,q1q,p
respectively, for any pp, qq P J . The symmetrized units are described in more detail in
the propositions given below.
Proposition 3.1. Let J be symmetric and let Np,q be defined as in Definition 2.5 for
any pp, qq P J .
(1) If pq, qq P J , then p1q,q is the orthogonal projection onto
CΩq ‘
à
k
Nq,k.
(2) If pp, qq P J , where p ‰ q, then p1p,q is the orthogonal projection onto
CΩp ‘ CΩq ‘
à
k
pNp,k ‘Nq,kq.
Proof. The above formulas follow directly from Definition 2.5. 
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Proposition 3.2. The collective symmetrized units satisfy the following relations:
p1p,qp1k,l “
$&%
0 if tp, qu X tk, lu “ Hp1q,q if p ‰ k and q “ lp1p,q if pp, qq “ pk, lq
Proof. These relations are immediate consequences of Proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.3. The following relations hold for any u, t P U:p℘p,qpuqp℘k,lptq “ 0 and p℘˚p,qpuqp℘˚k,lptq “ 0
when tp, qu X tk, lu “ H. Moreover,p℘˚p,qpuqp℘k,lptq “ 0
when tp, qu ‰ tk, lu or u ‰ t. Finally, if the matrix pbp,qpuqq is symmetric, thenp℘˚p,qpuqp℘p,qpuq “ bp,qpuqp1p,q
for any pi, jq P J .
Proof. These relations follow from Proposition 2.1. 
In view of the last relation of Proposition 3.3, let us assume now that the matrices
pbi,jpuqq are symmetric for all u P U. We would like to define a symmetrized array of
algebras related to the array pAi,jq of Proposition 2.3. For that purpose, we introduce
collective symmetrized creation operatorsp℘p,q “ ÿ
uPU
p℘p,qpuq
and their adjoints p℘˚p,q for any pp, qq P J . In turn, the sumspωp,q “ p℘p,q ` p℘˚p,q “ ÿ
uPU
pωp,qpuq
will be called the collective symmetrized Gaussian operators.
Proposition 3.4. If pbp,qpuqq is symmetric for any u P U, thenp℘˚p,q p℘p,q “ bp,qp1p,q, p℘p,q p℘k,l “ 0 and p℘˚p,q p℘˚k,l “ 0
whenever tp, qu X tk, lu “ H, where bp,q “
ř
uPU bp,qpuq.
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 3.3. For instance,p℘˚p,q p℘p,q “ ÿ
u,tPU
p℘˚p,qpuqp℘p,qptq “ ÿ
uPU
bp,qpuqp1p,q “ bp,qp1p,q
The remaining relations are proved in a similar way. 
Let us discuss the notion of symmetric matricial freeness from an abstract point
of view. We assume that the set J is symmetric, by which we mean that pj, iq P
J whenever pi, jq P J . Then we consider a symmetric array of subalgebras pAi,jq
of a unital algebra A and we assume that p1i,jq is the associated symmetric array of
internal units. By I we denote the unital algebra generated by the internal units and
we assume that it is commutative. Moreover, the array of states pϕi,jq on A remains
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as in the definition of matricial freeness. Since the array pAi,jq is symmetric, we thus
associate two states, ϕi,j and ϕj,i, with each off-diagonal subalgebra Ai,j.
Denote by pJ the set of non-ordered pairs ti, ju, even in the case when i “ j. Instead
of sets J m, we shall use their symmetric counterparts, namely subsets of the m-fold
Cartesian product pJ ˆ pJ ˆ . . .ˆ pJ of the formpJ m “ tpti1, j1u, . . . , tim, jmuq : ti1, j1u ‰ . . . ‰ tim, jmuu,
and their subsetspK m “ tpti1, j1u, . . . , tim, jmuq : tik, jku X tik`1, jk`1u ‰ H for 1 ď k ď m´ 1u
where m P N. These sets comprise tuples of non-ordered pairs, in which neighboring
pairs are different (as in the case of free products) and are related to each other as in
non-trivial multiplication of symmetric blocks of matrices.
In order to define the notion of symmetric matricial freeness, we shall first define the
array of symmetrically matricially free units. This definition will differ from that given
in [23] since we have discovered that the conditions on the units need to be strengthened
in order that the symmetrized array of Gaussian algebras be symmetrically matricially
free as claimed in [23, Proposition 4.2]. In order to formulate stronger conditions on the
moments involving symmetrized units, we also choose a slightly different formulation
which contains relations between these units. This modifiation allows us to state the
condition on the moments in the simplest possible form, involving only the diagonal
units.
Definition 3.3. Let pAi,jq be a symmetric array of subalgebras of A with a symmetric
array of internal units p1i,jq, and let pϕi,jq be an array of states on A defined by the
family pϕjq. If, for some a P A0i,j, where i ‰ j, it holds that
ϕjpb1i,i aq “ ϕjpbaq and ϕjpb1j,j aq “ 0
or
ϕjpb1j,j aq “ ϕjpbaq and ϕqpb1i,i aq “ 0
for any b P A0i,j, then we will say that a is odd or even, respectively. The subspaces
of A0i,j spanned by even and odd elements will be called even and odd, respectively. If
each off-diagonal A0i,j is a direct sum of an odd subspace and an even subspace, the
array pAi,jq will be called decomposable.
Example 3.2. The idea of even and odd elements comes from *-algebras generated by
symmetrized creation operators. If p ‰ q and k is odd, it is easy to see that
Ψqpbp1p,p p℘ kp,qq “ Ψqpb℘p,q℘q,p . . . ℘p,qq
“ Ψqpbp℘ kp,qq
Ψqpbp1q,q p℘ kp,qq “ 0
for any b P A0p,q and thus p℘ kp,q is odd. In turn, if k is even,
Ψqpbp1q,q p℘ kp,qq “ Ψqpb℘q,p℘p,q . . . ℘p,qq
“ Ψqpbp℘ kp,qq
Ψqpbp1p,p p℘ kp,qq “ 0
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for any b P A0p,q and thus p℘ kp,q is even. The main property of the pair p℘p,q, ℘q,pq used
here is that only alternating products of these two operators do not vanish and thus a
non-trivial product of odd or even order maps Ωq onto a linear span of simple tensors
which begin with ep,qpuq, or eq,ppuq, where u P U, respectively.
Definition 3.4. We say that the symmetric array p1i,jq is a symmetrically matricially
free array of units associated with a symmetric decomposable array pAi,jq and the array
pϕi,jq if for any state ϕj it holds that
(1) ϕjpu1au2q “ ϕjpu1qϕjpaqϕjpu2q for any a P A and u1, u2 P I,
(2) ϕqp1k,lq “ δq,k ` δq,l ´ δq,kδq,l for any q, k, l,
(3) if ar P Air,jr XKerϕir ,jr , where 1 ă r ď m, then
ϕjpa1i1,j1a2 . . . amq “
"
ϕjpaa2 . . . amq if i2 “ j2 _ pi2 ‰ j2 ^ a2 oddq
0 if i2 ‰ j2 ^ a2 even ,
where a P A is arbitrary and pti1, j1u, . . . , tim, jmuq P pK m, and the moment also
vanishes when pti1, j1u, . . . , tim, jmuq P pJ mzpK m.
Definition 3.5. We say that a symmetric decomposable array pAi,jq is symmetrically
matricially free with respect to pϕi,jq if
(1) for any ak P Kerϕik ,jk XAik,jk , where k P rms and ti1, j1u ‰ . . . ‰ tim, jmu, and
for any state ϕj it holds that
ϕjpa1a2 . . . amq “ 0
(2) p1i,jq is the associated symmetrically matricially free array of units.
The array of variables pai,jq in a unital algebra A will be called symmetrically matri-
cially free with respect to pϕi,jq if there exists a symmetrically matricially free array of
units p1i,jq in A such that the array of algebras pAi,jq, each generated by ai,j ` aj,i and
1i,j, respectively, is symmetrically matricially free with respect to pϕi,jq. The definition
of *-symmetrically matricially free arrays of variables is similar to that of *-matricially
free arrays.
Proposition 3.5. Assume that J and pbp,qpuqq are symmetric and bp,qpuq ą 0 for any
pp, qq P J and u P U. Let pAp,q “ Cxp℘p,q, p℘˚p,qy
and let pΨp,qq be the array of states on BpMq defined by the states Ψ1, . . . ,Ψr associated
with the vacuum vectors Ω1, . . . ,Ωr, respectively. Then
(1) the array p pAp,qq is symmetrically matricially free with respect to pΨp,qq, where
the associated array of units is pp1p,qq,
(2) the Ψp,q-distribution of pωp,qpuq is the semicircle law of radius 2abp,qpuq for any
pp, qq P J and u P U.
Proof. The proof of the second statement is the same as in the case when U consists
of one element [23, Proposition 8.1], so we will only be concerned with the first one. In
that connection, let us observe that p1p,q P pAp,q for any pp, qq P J by Proposition 3.4, so
that is why we did not include the symmetrized units in the set of generators. In order
to prove symmetric matricial freeness of the array p pAp,qq, one needs to prove that the
conditions of Definitions 3.4 and 3.5 are satisfied. If p ‰ q, in view of commutation
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relations of Proposition 3.3, any element a P pA0p,q :“ pAp,q X KerΨp,q is spanned by
products of the form p℘p1,q1pu1q . . . p℘pi,qipuiqp℘˚k1,l1pt1q . . . p℘˚kj ,ljptjq,
where u1, . . . , ui, t1, . . . , tj P U and i ` j ą 0, with all pairs of matricial indices taken
from the set tpp, qq, pq, pqu and alternating within both groups, i.e.
ppr`1, qr`1q “ pqr, prq and pkr`1, lr`1q “ plr, krq
for any r. Both facts allow us to conclude that any element of pA0p,q, when acting onto
a simple tensor w, either gives zero or
ep1,q1pu1q b ep2,q2pu2q . . .b epi,qipuiq b w
whenever w begins with some eqi,kpuq for some k and u, where matricial indices are as
above. The case when p “ q is identical to that treated in the proof of Proposition
2.3. Therefore, a succesive action of elements a1, . . . , an satisfying the assumptions of
Definition 3.4 either gives zero or a vector which is orthogonal to CΩq, which implies
that
Ψqpa1 . . . anq “ 0
for any q P J , which proves the first condition of Definition 3.5. Let us prove now
that pp1p,qq satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.4. The first condition holds since an
analogous condition holds for the array p1p,qq. As for the second condition, it suffices to
prove it for p1 “ q1 by Proposition 3.2. Let us first observe that each off-diagonal A0p,q
is decomposable in the sense of Definition 3.3. Namely, the odd (even) subspace of A0p,q
is spanned by products of creation and annihilation operators of the form given above
in which i is odd (even). Suppose first that p2 ‰ q2. Then, under the assumptions
of Definition 3.3, it is easy to see that if q1 “ p2 and a2 P A0p,q is odd, then either
a2 . . . amΩq “ 0, or
a2 . . . amΩq “ ep2,q2pu1q b . . .b epi,qipuiq b w
where qi “ q2, for some u1, . . . , ui and some vector w, and pairs pq1, q2q, . . . , ppi, qiq are
taken from the set tpp2, q2q, pq2, p2qu and alternate. By Proposition 3.1, the unit p1q1,q1
leaves the vector a2 . . . amΩq invariant. In turn, if a2 is even, then either a2 . . . amΩq “ 0,
or
a2 . . . amΩq “ eq2,p2pu1q b . . .b epi,qipuiq b w
where qi “ q2 for some u1, . . . , ui and thus p1q1,q1a2 . . . amΩq “ 0. Finally, if p2 “ q2 and
p2 P tp1, q1u, then it is obvious that p1p1,q1 leaves a2 . . . amΩj invariant. This completes
the proof of symmetric matricial freeness. 
Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.5, if J “ rrs ˆ rrs, then the
array of distributions of ppωp,qpuqq, u P U, in the states pΨp,qq is given by
rpσpuqs “
¨˚
˚˝ σ1,1puq σ1,2puq . . . σ1,rpuqσ1,2puq σ2,2puq . . . σ2,rpuq
. .
. . . .
σ1,rpuq σ2,rpuq . . . σr,rpuq
‹˛‹‚
where σp,qpuq is the semicircle law of radius 2
a
bp,qpuq for any pp, qq P J and u P U.
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Each symmetric matrix of the above form plays the role of a symmetrized matricial
semicircle law. It clearly differs from the matricial semicircle law of Corollary 2.1, but
it contains all information needed to compute all mixed moments of the symmetrized
Gaussian operators in the states Ψ1, . . . ,Ψr. For that reason, we use square matrices
since we need two distributions of each off-diagonal operator pωp,qpuq, in the states Ψp
and Ψq.
Even if the matrices Bpuq “ pbp,qpuqq are not symmetric, a result similar to Proposi-
tion 3.5 can be proved. For that purpose, we shall need the probability measure ϑ on R
corresponding to the two-periodic continued fraction pa, b, a, . . .q. Its Cauchy transform
is
Gpzq “ z
2 ` b´ a ´apz2 ´ b´ aq2 ´ 4ab
2zb
.
It has the absolutely continuous part
dϑ “
a
4ab´ px2 ´ a´ bq2
2πbx
dx
supported on |?a ´ ?b| ď | x| ď ?a ` ?b and an atom of mass 1{2 ´ a{2b at x “ 0
if a ‰ b (see, for instance, [21, Example 9.2]). In particular, if a “ b, then ϑ is the
semicircle law of radius 2a.
Proposition 3.6. Assume that J is symmetric and that bp,qpuq ą 0 for any pp, qq P J
and u P U. Let pAp,q “ Cxp℘p,q, p℘˚p,q, rp,q, rq,py
and let pΨp,qq be the array of states on BpMq defined by the states Ψ1, . . . ,Ψr associated
with the vacuum vectors Ω1, . . . ,Ωr, respectively. Then
(1) the array p pAp,qq is symmetrically matricially free with respect to pΨp,qq, where
the associated array of units is pp1p,qq,
(2) the Ψp,q-distribution of pωp,qpuq is ϑp,qpuq for any pp, qq P J and u P U, where
ϑp,qpuq is the distribution corresponding to the two-periodic continued fraction
with the Jacobi sequence pbp,qpuq, bq,ppuq, . . .q.
Proof. The proof of matricial freeness is similar to that of Proposition 3.5, but
more technical due to more complicated commutation relations between the off-diagonal
collective creation and annihilation operatorsp℘˚p,q p℘p,q “ bp,qrp,q ` bq,prq,p
where bp,q “
ř
uPU bp,qpuq and bq,p “
ř
uPU bq,p for any p ‰ q. In turn, we will
show in Example 4.4 that the corresponding probability measures on the real line
correspond to two-periodic continuous fractions with sequences of Jacobi coefficients
pbq,ppuq, bp,qpuq, . . .q and pbp,qpuq, bq,ppuq, . . .q, respectively. 
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.6, if J “ rrs ˆ rrs, the array
of distributions of ppωp,qpuqq, u P U, in the states pΨp,qq is given by
rpσpuqs “
¨˚
˚˝ σ1,1puq ϑ1,2puq . . . ϑ1,rpuqϑ2,1puq σ2,2puq . . . ϑ2,rpuq
. .
. . . .
ϑr,1puq ϑr,2puq . . . σr,rpuq
‹˛‹‚
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where and ϑp,qpuq is the distribution corresponding to the two-periodic continued fraction
with the Jacobi sequence pbp,qpuq, bq,ppuq, . . .q for any pp, qq P J and u P U.
4. Combinatorics of mixed moments
It can be seen from the computations in Section 2 that the mixed moments of matri-
cially free Gaussian operators are related to noncrossing pair partitions. The difference
between them and free Gaussians is that one has to use colored noncrossing pair par-
titions, where coloring is adapted to the pairs of matricial indices from J and to the
additional indices from the set U. It will be convenient to assume here that U “ rts,
where t is a natural number.
For a given noncrossing pair partition π, we denote by Bpπq, Lpπq andRpπq the sets of
its blocks, their left and right legs, respectively. If πi “ tlpiq, rpiqu and πj “ tlpjq, rpjqu
are blocks of π with left legs lpiq and lpjq and right legs rpiq and rpjq, respectively, then
πi is inner with respect to πj if lpjq ă lpiq ă rpiq ă rpjq. In that case πj is outer with
respect to πi. It is the nearest outer block of πi if there is no block πk “ tlpkq, rpkqu
such that lpjq ă lpkq ă lpiq ă rpiq ă rpkq ă rpjq. Since the nearest outer block, if it
exists, is unique, we can write in this case
πj “ opπiq, lpjq “ oplpiqq and rpjq “ oprpiqq.
If πi does not have an outer block, it is called a covering block. In that case we set
opπiq “ π0, where we define π0 “ t0, m` 1u and call the imaginary block.
Example 4.1. Let σ P NC2
6
be as in Fig. 1. Its blocks are t1, 6u, t2, 3u, t4, 5u and
the imaginary block is t0, 7u. The left and right legs of π are Lpσq “ t1, 2, 4u and
Rpσq “ t3, 5, 6u. The block t1, 6u is the nearest outer block of both t2, 3u and t4, 5u
and the imaginary block t0, 7u is the nearest outer block of t1, 6u.
Computations of mixed moments of pωp,qpuqq in the states Ψq are based on the classes
of colored noncrossing pair partitions adapted to ordered tuples of indices. Since, in
addition to the pair of matricial indices pp, qq, we have an additional index u as compared
with the case studied previously, we distinguish the matricial indices from the non-
matricial one and we use an abbreviated notation for the pair v “ pp, qq. In the random
matrix context, the matricial indices will be related to blocks of a random matrix,
whereas u will label independent matrices. If the set U consists of one element, we
recover the analogous definition of [23].
Definition 4.1. We will say that π P NC2m is adapted to the tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq,
where vk “ ppk, qkq P rrs ˆ rrs and uk P rts for any k, if
(a) pvi, uiq “ pvj, ujq whenever ti, ju is a block of π,
(b) qj “ popjq whenever ti, ju is a block of π which has an outer block.
The set of such partitions will be denoted by NC2mppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq. In turn, by
NC2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq we will denote its subset, for which qk “ q whenever k
belongs to a covering block.
In order to find combinatorial formulas for the moments of our Gaussian operators,
we need to use colored noncrossing pair partitons. It will suffice to color each π P NC2m,
where m is even, by numbers from the set rrs and label it by numbers from the set U.
We will denote by Frpπq the set of all mappings f from the set of blocks of π into rrs
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pπ,f1,g1q pπ,f2,g2q pπ,f3,g3q pσ,f,gq
Figure 1. Colored labeled noncrossing pair partitions
called colorings. In turn, we will denote by Ftpπq the set of all mappings g from the set
of blocks of π into rts called labelings.
Thus, by a colored labeled noncrossing pair partition (or, simply, colored noncrossing
pair partition) we will understand a triple pπ, f, gq, where π P NC2m, f P Frpπq and
g P Ftpπq. The set
Bpπ, f, gq “ tpπ1, f, gq, . . . , pπk, f, gqu
will denote the set of its blocks. We will always assume that also the imaginary block is
colored by a number from the set rrs, but no labeling of the imaginary block is needed).
If all blocks are labeled by the same index, we will omit both this index and the function
g in our notations.
Example 4.2. If π P NC2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq, then pv1, . . . , vmq defines a unique
coloring of π and pπ in which the block containing k is colored by pk for any k and
the imaginary block is colored by q. Similarly, pu1, . . . , umq defines a unique natural
labeling of π. Consider the first colored partition given in Fig. 1, where, for simplicity,
we assume that t “ 1 and thus we can skip u’s. If we are given the tuple of pairs
pv1, v2, v3, v4q “ pp2, 1q, p2, 2q, p2, 2q, p2, 1qq
then π is adapted to this tuple. If q “ 1, then the unique coloring of π defined by the
given tuple and the number q is given by f1 since the imaginary block must be colored
by 1 and the colors of blocks t1, 4u and t2, 3u are obtained from the numbers assigned
to their left legs, i.e. f1p1q “ 2 and f1p2q “ 2.
Definition 4.2. Let a real-valued matrix Bpuq “ pbi,jpuqq P MrpRq be given for any
u P rts. We define a family of real-valued functions bq, where q P rrs, on the set of
colored noncrossing pair-partitions by
bqpπ, f, gq “ bqpπ1, f, gq . . . bqpπk, f, gq
where π P NC2m, f P Frpπq, g P Ftpπq and bq is defined on the set of blocks Bpπ, f, gq as
bqpπk, f, gq “ bi,jpuq,
whenever block πk is colored by i and labeled by u, its nearest outer block is colored
by j, with the imaginary block colored by q.
It should be remarked that in this paper bqpπ, f, gq may be equal to zero even if
π P NC2mppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq since we assume that the matrices Bpuq may contain
zeros. Let us also recall our convention saying that if NC2m or its subset is empty, we
shall understand that the summation over π P NC2m or over this subset gives zero. In
particular, this will always be the case when m is odd.
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Proposition 4.1. For any tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq and q P rrs, m P N, where
vk “ ppk, qkq P rrs ˆ rrs and uk P rts for each k, it holds that
Ψq pωp1,q1pu1q . . . ωpm,qmpumqq “
ÿ
πPNC2m,qppv1,u1q,...,pvm,umqq
bqpπ, f, gq
where f is the coloring of π defined by pv1, . . . , vm; qq and g is the labeling defined by
pu1, . . . , umq.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [23, Lemma 5.2] and it reduces to showing that
if ǫ1, . . . , ǫm P t1, ˚u and π P NC2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq, where m is even, then
Ψqp℘ǫ1p1,q1pu1q . . . ℘ǫmpm,qmpumqq “ bqpπ, f, gq
where f is the coloring of π defined by the collection of indices tpk, k P Lpπqu associated
with the left legs of the blocks of π and the index q coloring the imaginary block, and
g is the natural labeling of π. The only difference between the former proof and this
one is that to each block of pπ, f, gq we assign a matrix element of Bpuq for suitable u
(u is the same for both legs of each block since the partition satisfies condition (a) of
Definition 4.1. 
Using Proposition 4.1, we can derive nice combinatorial formulas for the moments of
sums of collective Gaussian operators
ω “
ÿ
p,q
ωp,q,
where
ωp,q “
ÿ
uPU
ωp,qpuq,
and for that purpose, denote by NC 2m,qrrs the set of all noncrossing pair partitions of
rms colored by the set rrs, with the imaginary block colored by q.
Lemma 4.1. The moments of ω in the state Ψq, where q P rrs, are given by
Ψqpωmq “
ÿ
pπ,fqPNC 2m,qrrs
bqpπ, fq
where bqpπ, fq “ bqpπ1, fq . . . bqpπs, fq for π “ tπ1, . . . , πsu and
bqpπk, fq “
ÿ
u
bi,jpuq
whenever block πk is colored by i and its nearest outer block is colored by j.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.1, we can express each summand in the formula
Ψqpωmq “
ÿ
p1,q1,u1,...,pm,qm,um
Ψqpωp1,q1pu1q . . . ωpm,qmpumqq
in terms of bqpπ, f, gq, where π P NC 2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq, with vk “ ppk, qkq and
f is the coloring defined by the tuple pv1, . . . , vmq whereas g is the labeling defined by
pu1, . . . , umq. It is clear that if pv1, . . . , vmq is fixed and π is adapted to it, then all
labelings to which π is adapted are pairwise identical within blocks which results the
addition formula for bqpπk, fq. Now, a different choice of pv1, . . . , vmq must lead to a
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different collection of pairs pπ, fq for given g since even if the same partition appears
on the RHS of the formula of Proposition 4.1, the coloring f must be different. In
fact, π is uniquely determined by the sequence ǫ “ pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq which appears in the
nonvanishing moment of type
Ψqp℘ǫ1p1,q1pu1q . . . ℘ǫmpm,qmpumqq,
where ǫk P t1, ˚u. Moments of this type are basic constituents of Ψqpωmq. For instance,
if ǫ “ p˚, ˚, 1, ˚, 1, 1q, the associated unique noncrossing pair partition is σ of Fig.1. If we
keep π and change at least one matricial index in the given tuple to which π is adapted,
we either get a tuple to which π is not adapted (if we change qk for some k P Lpπq
since this index is determined by the color of its nearest outer block) or we obtain a
different coloring f (if we change pk for some k P Lpπq). Therefore, all contributions
bqpπ, f, gq of the form given by Proposition 4.1 associated with different tuples of indices
correspond to different elements of NC2m,qrrs. Therefore, in order to prove the formula
for Ψqpωmq, we only need to justify that all colored partitions from NC2m,qrrs really do
contribute to Ψqpωmq. Thus, let pπ, fq P NC2m,qrrs be given. There exists a unique
ǫ “ pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq associated with π. In turn, f determines ppp1, q1q, . . . , ppm, qmqq by an
inductive procedure with respect to blocks’ depth. Thus, if tk, lu is a covering block,
we choose qk “ ql “ q and pk “ pl “ fpkq “ fplq. Next, if tk, lu “ opti, juq, then we
choose qi “ qj “ pk and pi “ pj “ fpiq “ fpjq, etc. We proceed in this fashion until we
choose all pk, qk, k P rms. This completes the proof. 
Note that ω coincides with the sum of all symmetrized Gaussian operatorspω “ ÿ
pďq
pωp,q
and thus Lemma 4.1 gives a formula for the moments of pω as well. However, this is
not the case for the mixed moments of symmetrized Gaussian operators ppωp,qpuqq in the
state Ψq. These are based on the class of colored noncrossing pair partitions adapted
to ordered tuples of indices of type pw , uq, where w is an abbreviated notation for the
set tp, qu.
The definition of this class is given below. Note that it is slightly stronger than that
in [23], which is a consequence of the stronger definition of symmetric matricial freeness
discussed in Section 3.
Definition 4.3. We say that π P NC2m is adapted to the tuple ppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq,
where wk “ tpk, qku and ppk, qk, ukq P rrs ˆ rrs ˆ rts for any k, if there exists a tuple
ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq, where vk P tppk, qkq, pqk, pkqu for any k, to which π is adapted.
The set of such partitions will be denoted by NC2mppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq. Its subset
consisting of those partitions for which π P NC2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq will be denoted
NC2m,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq.
Example 4.3. For simplicity, consider the case when t “ 1 and we can omit u’s. If we
are given the tuple of sets
pw1,w2,w3,w4q “ pt1, 2u, t1, 2u, t1, 2u, t1, 2uq,
then the partition π of Fig.1 is adapted to it since there are two tuples,
pp2, 1q, p1, 2q, p1, 2q, p2, 1qq and pp1, 2q, p2, 1q, p2, 1q, p1, 2qq,
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to which π is adapted. If q “ 1 or q “ 2, then the associated coloring is given by f2 or
f3, respectively. Thus, there are two colored partitions, pπ, f2q and pπ, f3q, associated
with the given partition π and the tuple pw1,w2,w3,w4q. Nevertheless, once we choose
the coloring of the imaginary block, the coloring of π is uniquely determined. In turn,
if we are given the tuple of sets
pw1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6q “ pt1, 2u, t1, 2u, t1, 2u, t2, 2u, t2, 2u, t1, 2uq
then σ of Fig.1 is adapted to it since it is adapted to the tuple
pp2, 1q, p1, 2q, p1, 2q, p2, 2q, p2, 2q, p2, 1qq.
Here, there is no other tuple of this type to which σ would be adapted and therefore the
only coloring associated with π is given by g and the only color which can be assigned
to the imaginary block is 1.
It can be seen from the above example that if π P NC2mppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq, then
there may be more than one colorings of π defined by the colorings of the associated
tuples ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq. Therefore, these tuples may produce more than one
coloring of π defined by the sets of matricial indices. However, when we fix q and
require that π P NC2m,qppv1, u1q . . . , pvm, umqq, we obtain a unique coloring of π since we
have a unique associated tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq.
Proposition 4.2. If π P NC2m,qppw1, u1q . . . , pwm, umqq, there is only one associated
tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq for which π P NC2m,qppv1, u1q . . . , pvm, umqq.
Proof. If tm ´ 1, mu is a block, then the second index of vm´1 “ vm must be q and
the imaginary block is also the nearest outer block of the block containing m´ 2. This
allows us to treat the partition π1 obtained from π by removing the block tm´ 1, mu in
the same way, which gives the inductive step for this (same depth) case. If tm´ 1, mu
is not a block, then the block containing m is the nearest outer block of that containing
m ´ 1 and thus the second index of vm´1 must be equal to the first index of vm and
the second index of vm is q. This determines vm and vm´1 and gives the first inductive
step for this (growing depth) case. Proceeding in this way, we determine v1, . . . , vm in
a unique way. 
Proposition 4.3. For any tuple ppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq and q P rrs, where wk “
tpk, qku and pk, qk P rrs, uk P rts for any k and m P N, it holds that
Ψq ppωp1,q1pu1q . . . pωpm,qmpumqq “ ÿ
πPNC2m,qppw1,u1q,...,pwm,umqq
bqpπ, f, gq
where f is the coloring of π defined by pw1, . . . ,wm; qq and g is the labeling defined by
pu1, . . . , umq.
Proof. The LHS is a sum of mixed moments of the type computed in Proposi-
tion 4.1 with perhaps some pk’s interchanged with the corresponding qk’s. These mo-
ments are associated with tuples of the form ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq. It follows from the
proof of Proposition 4.1 that with each moment of that type we can associate the set
NC2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq and each such moment contributesÿ
πPNC2m,qppv1,u1q,...,pvm,umqq
bqpπ, f, gq,
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where NC2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq Ď NC2m,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq. It is clear from
Definition 4.3 thatď
pv1,...,vmq
NC2m,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq “ NC2m,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq,
where the union is taken over the tuples pv1, . . . , vmq which are related to pw1, . . . ,wmq,
i.e. if wk “ tpk, qku, then vk P tppk, qkq, pqk, pkqu. Since the sets on the LHS are disjoint
by Proposition 4.2, the proof is completed. 
Example 4.4. Let p ‰ q and u (omitted in the notations) be fixed. Then, by Propo-
sition 4.3, the moments of the balanced operator pωp,q take the form
Ψqppωmp,qq “ ÿ
πPNC2m
b|Bopπq|p,q b
|Bepπq|
q,p
where Bopπq and Bepπq denote the blocks of π of odd and even depths, respectively, since
all blocks of odd depths contribute bp,q whereas all blocks of even depths contribute dq,p.
Therefore, the Cauchy transform of the limit distribution can be represented as the
two-periodic continued fraction with alternating Jacobi coefficients pbp,q, bq,p, bp,q, . . .q.
A similar expression is obtained for Ψp. In particular, if pbp,q, bq,pq “ pdp, dqq, then the
moments of pωp,q in the states Ψq and Ψp are polynomials in dp, dq. For instance,
Ψq
`pω6p,q˘ “ d 3p ` 3d 2p dq ` dpd 2q
by counting blocks of odd and even depths in the following set of partitions:
The moment Ψpppω6p,qq is obtained from the above by interchanging dp and dq. Thus,
Ψppω6p,qq “ 2dpd 3q ` 6d 2p d2q ` 2d 3p dq
since Ψ “ řj djΨj and Ψjppω6p,qq “ 0 for j R tp, qu. Moreover, the moment under Ψq does
not vanish even if dp ą 0 and dq “ 0, which corresponds to the situation in which pωp,q
is unbalanced. In particular, the first partition in the picture given above contributes
d3p and is the only one without color q.
Finally, we would like to introduce a subset of NC2m,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq consist-
ing of those π for which the coloring f satisfies certain additional conditions. Namely,
we would like to distinguish only those colored partitions pπ, fq whose blocks are not
colored by q. Thus, only the imaginary block is colored by q, which is not a contra-
diction since the imaginary block is not a block of π. This subset will be denoted by
NCI 2m,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq.
Example 4.5. In Fig.1, pπ, f1q P NCI 24,1pt1, 2u, t2, 2u, t2, 2u, t1, 2uq since q “ 1 and no
blocks of π are colored by 1. In turn, the remaining colored partitions are not of this
type since the colors of their imaginary blocks ars assigned to other blocks, too.
Proposition 4.4. For fixed q P rrs, suppose that an operator in any of the arrays
ppωi,jpuqq is unbalanced if and only if it is of the form ωp,qpuq, where q ‰ p P rrs and
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u P rts. Then
Ψq ppωp1,q1pu1q . . . pωpm,qmpumqq “ ÿ
πPNCI 2m,qppw1,u1q,...,pwm,umqq
bqpπ, f, gq
where f is the coloring of π defined by pw1, . . . ,wm; qq and g is the labeling defined by
pu1, . . . , umq.
Proof. The difference between the considered mixed moment and that of Proposition
4.3 is that all operators are balanced except those involving the index q. Namely, if
q P tpk, qku for some k, then we have ωpk,qpukq or ωqk,qpukq instead of the symmetrized
Gaussian operator pωpk,qkpukq for such k and uk P rts. Since the first index is these opera-
tors is different from q, we have to eliminate from the set NC 2m,qppw1, u1q . . . , pwm, umqq
those partitions in which q colors any blocks of π since it is always the first index
which colors the block. This means that we are left only with the contributions from
π P NCI 2m,qppw1, u1q . . . , pwm, umqq, which completes the proof. 
Example 4.6. Let p ‰ q and u (omitted in the notations) be fixed. Then, by Propo-
sition 4.4, the moments of the unbalanced operator pωp,q “ ωp,q take the form
Ψqppωmp,qq “ bm{2p,q
for even m since the class NCI2m,qpw1, . . . ,wmq reduces to one interval pair partition
with each block colored by p beacause q cannot color any block. Of course, if m is odd,
we get zero. Moreover,
Ψpppωmp,qq “ 0
since in this case the class NC2m,ppw1, . . . ,wmq reduces to the empty set because bq,p “ 0.
The formula of Lemma 4.1 holds irrespective of the number of trivial operators in
the arrays pωp,qpuqq except that some of the contributions vanish. We can derive a
similar formula in the case when the only unbalanced operators are of the type studied
in Proposition 4.4. By NCI 2m,qrrs we shall denote the subset of NC 2m,qrrs consisting of
those partitions in which no blocks other than the imaginary block are colored by q.
Lemma 4.2. For fixed q P rrs, suppose that an operator in any of the arrays ppωi,jpuqq
is unbalanced if and only if it is of the form pωp,qpuq, where q ‰ p P rrs and u P rts. Then
Ψqppωmq “ ÿ
pπ,fqPNCI 2m,qrrs
bqpπ, fq
where bqpπ, fq “ bqpπ1, fq . . . bqpπs, fq for π “ tπ1, . . . , πsu and q P rrs, m P N, and
bqpπk, fq “
ÿ
u
bi,jpuq
whenever block πk is colored by i and its nearest outer block is colored by j.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1 (Proposition 4.4 is used). 
We close this section with a formula for the moment generating functions associated
with the moments of ω “ pω of Lemma 4.1 (a similar formula can be given for the
moments of Lemma 4.2). Let
Mpzq “ diagpM1pzq, . . . ,Mrpzqq,
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where
Mqpzq “
8ÿ
m“0
Ψqpωmqzm
for any q P rrs. The coefficients of the matrix-valued series Mpzq obtained in this
fashion play the role of matricial analogs of Catalan numbers called Catalan matrices.
Let us introduce the diagonalization mapping
D :MrpCq ÑMrpCq
by the formula
DpAq “ diag
˜
rÿ
i“1
ai,1, . . . ,
rÿ
i“1
ai,r
¸
for any A “ pai,jq PMrpCq. We denote B “ pbp,qq, where bp,q “
ř
uPU bp,qpuq.
Proposition 4.5. The matrix-valued generating function Mpzq assumes the form
Mpzq “
8ÿ
m“0
Cnz
2m
where pCnq is a sequence of diagonal matrices satisfying the recurrence formula
Cn “
ÿ
i`j“n´1
DpCiBCjq
for any natural n, where C0 is the r ˆ r identity matrix. The series Mpzq converges in
the supremum norm for |z| ă p4r‖B ‖q´1.
Proof. We use the combinatorial expression of Lemma 4.1 to write it in the form of
a recurrence
Ψqpω2mq “
rÿ
p“1
m´1ÿ
k“0
bp,qΨppω2kqΨqpω2m´2k´2q,
which can be easily justified. Namely, the class of all colored noncrossing pair partitions
of rrs is divided into r subclasses in which the block containing 1, say t1, 2k`1u is colored
by p P rrs. This block contributes bp,q. Moreover, all colored blocks which lie under this
block, playing for them the role of the imaginary block, contribute Ψppω2kq. In turn,
all colored blocks containing numbers t2k ` 2, . . . , 2mu contribute Ψqpω2m´2k´2q since
their nearest outer block is still the original imaginary block colored by q. It remains
to take the sum over p to obtain the recurrence. The latter leads to the equation for
moment generating functions
Mqpzq “ 1`
rÿ
p“1
bp,qMppzqMqpzqz2,
for any q P rrs, which gives
Mpzq “ I `DpMpzqBMpzqqz2.
Clearly, Mpzq is of the form
Mpzq “
8ÿ
m“0
Cmz
2m,
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where Cm is a constant diagonal matrix for each m. Substituting such series into the
above equation and computing its coefficients, we obtain the desired recurrence formula.
As for the convergence of the series Mpzq, note that the recurrence formula is of the
same type as for Catalan numbers Cm and thus the expression for Cm has Cm terms.
Using this recurrence, we can estimate the supremum norm of each Cm:
‖ Cm ‖ď Cmrm ‖B ‖m
and thus the above series converges for
|z| ă 1a
4r‖B ‖
by D’Alembert’s test, which completes the proof. 
5. Canonical noncommutative random variables
Free creation and annihilation operators can be used to construct much more general
random variables called canonical noncommutative random variables. Let us show that
these random variables can be decomposed into sums of matricial type.
Let tℓpuq : u P Uu be a family of *-free standard creation operators, by which we
mean that ℓpuq˚ℓpvq “ δu,v, on the free Fock space
F “ Fpà
uPU
Cepuqq.
Using these operators and their adjoints one can construct free random variables γpuq
whose all moments coincide with the moments of given probability measures µpuq.
Definition 5.1. Let µpuq be a probability measure on the real line whose free cumulants
are prkpuqqkě1, respectively. The formal sums
γpuq “ ℓpuq˚ `
8ÿ
k“0
rk`1puqpℓpuqqk
are called canonical noncommutative random variables. If
ř8
k“0 |rk`1puq| ă 8, then
γpuq is a bounded operator on F .
Remark 5.1. If prkpuqq is an arbitrary sequence of real numbers and |U| “ t, we can
treat γpuq as an element of the unital *-algebra rEt of formal sumsÿ
pě0
0ďqďQ
ÿ
u1,...,upPrts
v1,...,vpPrts
cu1,...,up,v1,...,vqℓpu1q . . . ℓpupqℓpv1q˚ . . . ℓpvqq˚
equipped with the linear functional φt sending the above element to cH,H, the coefficient
corresponding to p “ q “ 0.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, we can also obtain realizations of bounded free canoni-
cal noncommutative random variables γpuq onM by setting ℓpuq “ ℘puq. If γpuq is not
bounded, then there exists a sequence pγpnqpuqq of bounded free canonical noncommuta-
tive random variables such that all moments of orders ď n of γpnqpuq in the state Ψ agree
with the corresponding moments of γpuq in the state φt. Consequently, this property
will hold true if we compute mixed moments of the whole family tγpuq : u P Uu.
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Proposition 5.1. If
ř8
k“0 |rk`1puq| ă 8, then the canonical noncommuative random
variable γpuq has the decomposition
γpuq “
rÿ
p,q“1
γp,qpuq,
for any r P N, where
γp,qpuq “ ℘p,qpuq˚ ` δp,qr1puqPq
`
8ÿ
k“1
rk`1puq
ÿ
q1,...,qk´1
℘p,q1puq℘q1,q2puq . . . ℘qk´1,qpuq
for any p, q, u, where each ℘p,qpuq has covariance dp and d1 ` . . .` dr “ 1.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that we can realize canonical free creation oper-
ators ℓpuq as ℘puq, where each ℘p,qpuq has covariance dp. Thus, the above decomposition
of canonical random variables follows from the following elementary computation:
γpuq “
ÿ
p,q
Ppp℘puq˚ `
8ÿ
k“0
rk`1puqp℘puqqkqPq
“
ÿ
p,q
Pq℘puq˚Pp ` δp,qr1puqPq
`
ÿ
p,q
8ÿ
k“1
rk`1puq
ÿ
q1,...,qk´1
℘p,q1puq℘q1,q2puq . . . ℘qk´1,qpukq
“
ÿ
p,q
γp,qpuq
which completes the proof. 
Remark 5.2. Let us observe that the off-diagonal operators γp,qpuq are generalizations
of matricially free Gaussian operators and can also be written in the form
γp,qpuq “ Pq℘puq˚Pp `
8ÿ
k“0
rk`1puqPpp℘puqqkPq.
It will turn out that they describe the asymptotics of unbalanced blocks of Hermitian
random matrices which are asymptotically free. Their symmetrized couterpartspγp,qpuq “ γp,qpuq ` γq,ppuq “ PpγpuqPq ` PqγpuqPp
for p ‰ q and pγq,qpuq “ γq,qpuq “ PqγpuqPq
for any q, are generalizations of symmetrized Gaussian operators and they describe the
asymptotics of symmetric blocks of these matrices. Note that γp,qpuq ‰ PpγpuqPq for
p ‰ q.
The combinatorics of mixed moments of canonical noncommutative random variables
is based on all noncrossing partitions. Let us observe that with the mixed moment
Φpγpu1q . . . γpumqq we can associate noncrossing partitions π “ tπ1, . . . , πsu of the set
rms such that ui “ u whenever i P πk. Then, we can associate a power of a free creation
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operator ℓpuqk with the last leg of any block and ℓpuq˚ with its remaining legs unless
the block is a singleton, to which we associate the unit. We show below that a similar
procedure can be applied to the moments Ψq pγp1,q1pu1q . . . γpm,qmpumqq. Then, it can be
seen that we arrive at a generalization of Definition 4.1.
Definition 5.2. We will say that π P NCm is adapted to the tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq,
where vi “ ppi, qiq P rrs ˆ rrs and ui P rts for any i, if for any block pip1q ă . . . ă ipkqq
of π it holds that
(a) uip1q “ . . . “ uipkq,
(b) ppipk´1q, qip1qq “ ppipkq, qipkqq,
(c) pqip1q, qip2q, . . . , qipk´1qq “ ppopip1qq, pip1q, . . . , pipk´2qq whenever the block has an
outer block,
where opip1qq is the smallest number in the nearest outer block of the given block which
is greater than ip1q. Denote by NCmppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq the set of such partitions
and by NCm,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq its subset for which qipkq “ q whenever the block
pip1q ă . . . ă ipkqq is a covering block.
We also need to generalize Definition 4.2. For that purpose, we need to color arbitrary
noncrossing partitions. However, one color for each block is not enough. If π P NCm,
then the associated colored noncrossing partition will be the triple pπ, f, gq, where
(1) f is an rrs-valued function which assigns a number to each singleton and to each
subblock consisting of two consecutive numbers of any block pip1q ă . . . ă ipkqq,
(2) g is an rts-valued function which assigns an element of rts to each block.
The set of colorings of π by functions f and g will be again denoted by Frpπq and
Ftpπq, respectively. We will say that block pi1 ă . . . ă ikq is colored by pp1, . . . , pk´1q if
f assigns pj to the subblock joining ij and ij`1 for any j P rk ´ 1s. We will say that
this block is labeled by u if g assigns u to this block.
Definition 5.3. Let D “ pd1, . . . , drq be the dimension matrix, and let prkpuqq be
sequences of free cumulants. Let π “ tπ1, . . . , πnu P NCm and f P Frpπq, g P Ftpπq. If
a block πj “ pi1 ă . . . ă ikq is colored by pp1, . . . , pk´1q and labeled by u, where k ą 1,
we assign to it the number
bpπj , f, gq “ dp1 . . . dpk´1rkpuq,
and we assign r1puq to any singleton. Extending this definition by multiplicativity over
blocks,
bpπ, f, gq “ bpπ1, f, gq . . . bpπn, f, gq,
we obtain real-valued functions on the set of colored noncrossing partitions.
Remark 5.3. For simplicity, the above b does not depend on the colors q of the imagi-
nary blocks. However, we can use more general functions, similar to those of Definition
4.2. Consider arrays pcp,qpuqq of real numbers and assign to πj the number
bqpπj , f, gq “ dp1 . . . dpk´1cp0,p1puq . . . cpk´1,p0puqrkpuq,
where p0 is the color of its nearest outer subblock and q is the color of the imaginary
block (thus, we assign r1puqcp0,p0 to a singleton). Let us observe that in the case when
πj is a 2-block and r2puq “ 1, we have bqpπj , f, gq “ dpcq,ppuqcp,qpuq “ bp,qpuq if pcp,qpuqq
is symmetric, which reduces to Definition 4.2.
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Example 5.1. Consider the noncrossing partition π of the set r8s consisting of four
blocks: π1 “ t1, 8u, π2 “ t2, 3, 4u, π3 “ t5u, π4 “ t6, 7u, colored as shown below and
labelled by the same u (thus g is omitted in the notations).
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
i j p m
p
q
By Definition 5.3,
bpπ1, fq “ dpr2, bpπ2, fq “ didjr3, bpπ3, fq “ r1, bpπ4, fq “ dmr2
where rj “ rjpuq for any j. For arbitrary scaling constants, we need to multiply these
contributions by cp,qcq,p, cp,ici,jcj,p, cp,p and cp,mcm,p, respectively.
In order to find a combinatorial formula for the mixed moments of operators γp,qpuq,
we need to color π P NCm,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq in a suitable way. Namely, we will
color each block pi1 ă . . . ă ikq of π by ppi1 , . . . , pik´1q and we will label it by u
whenever ui1 “ . . . “ uik´1 “ u. The imaginary block is colored by q. We will say that
this coloring of is defined by pv1, . . . , vm; qq. Similarly, we will say that this labeling of
π is defined by pu1, . . . , umq.
Proposition 5.2. For any tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq and q P rrs, m P N, where
vk “ ppk, qkq P rrs ˆ rrs and uk P rts for each k, it holds that
Ψq pγp1,q1pu1q . . . γpm,qmpumqq “
ÿ
πPNCm,qppv1,u1q,...,pvm,umqq
bqpπ, f, gq
where f is the coloring of π defined by pv1, . . . , vm; qq and g is the labeling of π defined
by pu1, . . . , umq.
Proof. In the computation of the moment Ψq pγp1,q1pu1q . . . γpm,qmpumqq we obtain the
sum of products of operators of three types:
(1) projection Pqj corresponding to k “ 0 in the definition of γpj ,qjpujq (these appear
only if pj “ qj), to which we associate a singleton,
(2) generalized creation operator Ppj℘
kpujqPqj for k ą 0, to which we associate the
last leg of some block,
(3) generalized annihilation operator Pqj℘puq˚Ppj to which we associate a leg of
some block (except the last one),
where each j P rms appears exactly once. The generalized annihilation operators are
matricially free annihilation operators,
Pqj℘pujq˚Ppj “ ℘pj ,qjpujq˚,
and the generalized creation operators are matricial products of matricially free creation
operators by Proposition 5.1, namely
Ppj℘
k´1pujqPqj “
ÿ
s1,...,sk´2
℘pj ,s1pujq℘s1,s2pujq . . . ℘sk´2,qjpujq,
where k ą 1. By the definition of matricially free creation and annihilation operators,
it can be seen that a product of operators of the above three types is not zero if
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and only if for each generalized creation operator Ppj℘
k´1Pqj , there exists a sequence
of k ´ 1 matricially free annihilation operators, p℘sk´2,qjpujq˚, . . . , ℘pj ,s1pujq˚q for some
s1, . . . , sk´2, associated with an increasing sequence of numbers pi1, . . . , ik´1q, all smaller
than j, thus it holds that
ppi1 , qi1q “ psk´2, qjq, . . . , ppik´1, qik´1q “ ppj, s1q
with ui1 “ . . . “ uik´1 “ uj, and moreover, qj “ popi1q, where opi1q is the smallest
index greater than ik corresponding to an operator belonging to another product of
this type within which the considered product is nested in a noncrossing way (if such
a product does not exist, qj “ q). In other words, we must have pqi1 , qi2 , . . . , qik´1q “
ppopi1q, pi1, . . . , pik´2q and also ppik , qikq “ ppik´1, qi1q since ik “ j. These are precisely the
conditions of Definition 5.1, which proves that the considered mixed moment is a sum o
mixed moments of matricially free creation and annihilation operators and projections
which correspond to all noncrossing partitions in the sense described above. To compute
the mixed moment corresponding to π, it suffices to compute the contribution from
products corresponding to the blocks of π. If such a block is of the form pi ă i ` 1 ă
. . . ă kq (there is at least one block like this), then it contributes
Ψpp℘pi,ppuq˚ . . . ℘pk´1,pk´2puq˚℘pk´1,pk´2puq . . . ℘pi,ppuqq “ dpi . . . dpk´1rkpuq
where p is the coloring of its nearest outer block. By induction with respect to the depth
of blocks, a similar contribution is obtained for the remaining blocks. The contribution
from a partition π P NCm,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq is the product over blocks of such
expressions in agreement with Definition 5.3. This completes the proof. 
Definition 5.4. We say that π P NCm is adapted to the tuple ppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq,
where wk “ tpk, qku and ppk, qk, ukq P rrs ˆ rrs ˆ rts for any k, if there exists a
tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq, where vk P tppk, qkq, pqk, pkqu for any k, to which π is
adapted. The set of such partitions will be denoted by NCmppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq.
Its subset consisting of those partitions for which π P NCm,qppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq will
be denoted NCm,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq. Next, its subset consisting of those parti-
tions in which q does not color any blocks but the imaginary block will be denoted
NCIm,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq. Finally, we will say that the coloring of π is defined by
pw1, . . . ,wmq if it is inherited from pv1, . . . , vmq.
Proposition 5.3. For any tuple ppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq and q P rrs, m P N, where
wk “ tpk, qku and uk P rts for each k, it holds that
Ψq ppγp1,q1pu1q . . .pγpm,qmpumqq “ ÿ
πPNCm,qppw1,u1q,...,pwm,umqq
bqpπ, f, gq
where f is the coloring of π defined by pw1, . . . ,wm; qq and g is the labeling of π defined
by pu1, . . . , umq. The summation reduces to NCIm,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq if dq “ 0.
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of Proposition 5.2. The second statement
follows from the fact that if a segment of a block of π is colored by q, then dq appears
in the formula for bqpπ, fq and since dq “ 0, the contribution of such π vanishes. 
Example 5.2. Let us compute the lowest order mixed moments of operators of type
γp,q “ γp,qpuq for fixed u, supposing that all scaling constants are equal to one. We
obtain
Ψqpγp,qq “ δp,qr1ΨqpPqq “ δp,qr1
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Ψqpγp,qγp,qq “ r2Ψqp℘˚p,q℘p,qq ` δp,qr21ΨqpPqq “ r2dp ` δp,qr21
Ψqpγs,qγs,pγp,qq “ r3Ψqp℘˚s,q℘˚p,s℘p,s℘s,qq
` δs,pr1r2Ψqp℘˚p,qPp℘p,qq ` δp,sδp,qr1r2ΨqpPq℘˚q,q℘q,qq
` δp,qr1r2Ψqp℘˚s,q℘s,qPqq ` δp,qδp,sr31ΨqpPqq
“ r3dpds ` δs,pr1r2dp ` δp,sδp,qr1r2dq ` δp,qr1r2ds ` δp,qδp,sr31
where we set rk “ rkpuq for any k. Similar moments of the symmetrized operators pγp,q
can be obtained by linearity.
All mixed moments of Proposition 5.3 are polynomials in asymptotic dimensions.
This case will be interesting in the random matrix context especially if not all asymp-
totic dimensions are equal. Although finding explicit forms of such polynomials may
be highly non-trivial, a combinatorial formula can be given.
Corollary 5.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.3,
Ψq ppγp1,q1pu1q . . .pγpm,qmpumqq
“
ÿ
πPNCmppw1,u1q,...,pwm,umqq
ź
blocks pik
r|πk|pupkqq
ź
j Pw1Y...Ywm
d
|Sjpπq|
j
where Sjpπq is the set of subblocks of blocks of π of the form ti, i` 1u which are colored
by j, and upkq “ ui for all i P πk.
Proof. Using the formula of Proposition 5.3, we observe that each block πk con-
tributes a cumulant of order |πk| and a product of |πk|´1 asymptotic dimensions (each
subblock ti, i` 1u colored by j contributes dj). This finishes the proof. 
6. Hermitian random matrices
The context for the study of random matrices originated by Voiculescu [33] is the
following. Let µ be a probability measure on some measurable space without atoms and
let L “ Ş
1ďpă8 L
ppµq be endowed with the state expectation E given by integration
with respect to µ. The *-algebra of nˆn random matrices is MnpLq “ LbMnpCq with
the state
τpnq “ Eb trpnq
where trpnq is the normalized trace over the set tepjq : j P rnsu of basis vectors of Cn.
In our study, we replace the complete trace τpnq by partial traces
τqpnq “ Eb trqpnq,
where trqpnq is the normalized trace over the set of basis vectors of Cn indexed by
j P Nq, that is, the trace divided by nq “ |Nq|.
Definition 6.1. The symmetric blocks of an nˆn random matrix Y pu, nq are matrices
of the form
Tp,qpu, nq “
"
DqY pu, nqDq if p “ q
DpY pu, nqDq `DqY pu, nqDp if p ‰ q
for any p, q P rrs, u P U and n P N, where tD1, . . . , Dru is the family of n ˆ n diagonal
matrices (n is suppressed in the notation) which gives a natural decomposition of the
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identity correponding to the partition of rns defined above. Thus, pDqqj,j “ 1 if and
only if j P Nq and the remaining entries of Dq are zero.
Definition 6.2. The sequence of symmetric blocks pTp,qpu, nqqnPN, where pp, qq P J ,
u P U are fixed, will be called balanced if dp ą 0 and dq ą 0, unbalanced if pdp “
0 and dq ą 0q or pdp ą 0 and dq “ 0q, and evanescent if dp “ 0 and dq “ 0 (cf.
Definition 3.2).
Example 6.1. Consider the sequence of n ˆ n random matrices consisting of three
symmetric blocks: two diagonal Hermitian blocks,
T1,1pnq “
ˆ
S1,1pnq 0
0 0
˙
, T2,2pnq “
ˆ
0 0
0 S2,2pnq
˙
,
and the off-diagonal one,
T1,2pnq “
ˆ
0 S1,2pnq
S˚
1,2pnq 0
˙
,
where u is omitted for simplicity. If we suppose that
lim
nÑ8
n1
n
“ d1 “ 0 and lim
nÑ8
n2
n
“ d2 ą 0,
then pT1,1pnqqnPN is evanescent, pT2,2pnqqnPN is balanced and pT1,2pnqqnPN is unbalanced.
It will follow from Theorem 6.1 that the moments of such symmetric blocks under
τqpnq tend to the moments of trivial, balanced and unbalanced symmetrized Gaussian
operators, pω1,1 “ 0, pω2,2 “ ω2,2 and pω1,2 “ ω2,1, respectively, under Ψq, where q P t1, 2u.
It is easy to predict that ifD is singular, then all mixed moments involving evanescent
blocks will tend to zero. However, if we compute mixed moments involving unbalanced
blocks consisting of pairs of mutually adjoint rectangular blocks whose one dimension
grows too slowly, it is less obvious that one can still obtain nonvanishing limit moments
under a suitable partial trace.
Theorem 6.1. Let tY pu, nq : u P U, n P Nu be a family of independent Hermitian
random matrices whose asymptotic joint distribution under τpnq agrees with that of
the family tγpuq : u P Uu under Ψ “ řq dqΨq and which is asymptotically free from
tD1, . . . , Dru. If ‖Y pu, nq‖ď C for any n, u and some C, then
lim
nÑ8
τqpnqpTp1,q1pu1, nq . . . Tpm,qmpum, nqq “ Ψqppγp1,q1pu1q . . .pγpm,qmpumqq
as nÑ 8 for any u1, . . . , um P U and p1, q1, . . . , pm, qm, q P rrs.
Proof. The mixed moments of the blocks Si,jpu, nq “ DiY pu, nqDj under τqpnq can
be written as mixed moments under τpnq of the form
τqpnqpSp1,q1pu1q . . . Spm,qmpumqq
“ n
nq
τpnqpDqDp1Y pu1, nqDq1 . . .DpmY pum, nqDqmDqq
for all values of the indices.
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Suppose first that dq ą 0. By assumption, the family tY pu, nq : u P Uu is asymp-
totically free under τpnq and free from tD1, . . . , Dru. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, the
moment on the RHS converges to the corresponding mixed moment
1
dq
ΨpPqPp1γpu1qPq1 . . . PpmγpumqPqmPqq
“ ΨqpPp1γpu1qPq1 . . . PpmγpumqPqmq
as nÑ8 provided the asymptotic joint distribution of tD1, . . . , Dru under τpnq agrees
with that of tP1, . . . , Pru under Ψ. That is easily checked since Pp K Pq for p ‰ q and
τpnqpDqq “ nq
n
Ñ dq “ ΨpPqq.
The corresponding formula for symmetric blocks easily follows. It is worth to remark
that, in general, the moments of blocks Sp,qpu, nq do not tend to the corresponding
moments of operators γp,qpuq.
Now, fix q and suppose that dq “ 0. Then, the asymptotic mixed moments under
Ψq cannot be obtained directly from free probability since all mixed moments under Ψ
of the type given above tend to zero and since n{nq Ñ 8, we obtain an indeterminate
expression. However, let us observe that for the family of moments considered above
for various dq ą 0, the limit
lim
dqÑ0
ΨqpPp1γpu1qPq1 . . . PpmγpumqPqmq
always exists and is finite since the combinatorial expression of Proposition 5.2 is a
polynomial in asymptotic dimensions, including dq. Moreover, each operator pγp,qpuq
tends (in the sense of convergence of moments) to the operator γp,qpuq for any p. In
fact, this is the main reason why we decomposed the off-diagonal operators pγp,qpuq as in
Remark 5.2. This is because an expression of the form ℘q,ppuq˚℘q,ppuq (or, equivalently,
Pp℘puq˚Pq℘puqPp) under Ψ produces dq. Therefore, the expression
lim
dqÑ0
Ψqppγp1,q1pu1q . . .pγpm,qmpumqq
is still well defined except that we understand that pγp,qpuq “ γp,qpuq for any p, u. Trans-
lating that limit into the framework of random matrices, we can consider a family of
independent Hermitian random matrices tY pu, n, dqq : u P U, n P Nu for any 0 ă dq ă δ,
where nq{nÑ dq. Then we obtain
lim
dqÑ0
lim
nÑ8
τqpnqpTp1,q1pu1, n, dqq . . . Tpm,qmpum, n, dqqq
“ Ψqppγp1,q1pu1q . . .pγpm,qmpumqq
as nÑ8, where pγp,qpuq “ pγq,ppuq “ γp,qpuq for any p, u and the remaining symmetrized
operators pγi,jpuq, i, j ‰ q, do not reduce to the non-symmetrized ones. Therefore, we
obtain the asymptotics of the desired form if we take the iterated limit.
Let us justify the fact that the same limit is obtained when nq{n Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8.
Let tD1, . . . , Dru and tD11, . . . , D1ru be two different n-dependent sequences of families
of diagonal matrices giving two different decompositions of the nˆn identity matrices,
respectively. Let D an D1, respectively, be the corresponding matrices of asymptotic
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dimensions. We would like to show that for any ǫ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that if
max1ďpďr |dp ´ d1p| ă δ, then for large n it holds that
|trpnqpD1q0Y1D1q1 . . .D1qm´1YmD1qm ´Dq0Y1Dq1 . . .Dqm´1YmDqmq| ă ǫ
for any q0, . . . , qm, where we write Y puj, nq “ Yj for brevity. Denote D1j ´Dj “ ∆j for
any j. Then we have
trpnqpD1q0Y1D1q1 . . .D1qm´1YmD1qm ´Dq0Y1Dq1 . . .Dqm´1YmDqmq
“
mÿ
j“0
trpnqpDq0Y1Dq1 . . . Yj∆qjYj`1D1qj`1 . . .D1qm´1YmD1qmq.
Now, we use the Schatten p-norms ‖ A ‖p“ p
a
trpnqp|A|pqq for p ě 1 to get some
estimates. It holds that |trpnqpAq| ď‖A‖1ď‖A‖pď‖A‖ for any p ě 1. This inequality,
together with a repeated use of the Ho¨lder inequality ‖ AB ‖rď‖ A ‖p‖ B ‖q, where
r´1 “ p´1 ` q´1, gives an upper bound for the absolute value of the RHS of the form
pm` 1q ¨ max
0ďjďm
‖∆qj ‖2m`1 ¨ max
1ďjďm
‖Yj ‖
m
2m`1
since the p-th norm of each Dq is bounded by 1 for any p. Now, since
‖∆q ‖2m`1“
ˇˇˇ
nq1 ´ nq
n
ˇˇˇ1{p2m`1q
each ‖∆qj ‖2m`1 can be made smaller than ǫ{M for large n and small δ, where
M “ pm` 1q ¨ max
1ďjďm
‖Yj ‖
m
2m`1ď pm` 1qCm
and thus our assertion follows. This means that the convergence of the considered
mixed moments as nÑ8 is uniform within the considered family of random matrices
for given δ and we can take the iterated limit to get the limit moments for dq “ 0. This
completes our proof. 
Corollary 6.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1,
lim
nÑ8
τpnqpTp1,q1pu1, nq . . . Tpm,qmpum, nqq “ Ψppγp1,q1pu1q . . .pγpm,qmpumqq
for any pp1, q1q, . . . , ppm, qmq P J and u1, . . . um P U.
Proof. We have
τpnq “ 1
n
rÿ
q“1
nqτqpnq,
and since nq{nÑ dq as nÑ8 for any q P rrs, the assertion follows from Theorem 6.1. 
Remark 6.1. Let us make a few observations.
(1) The above results hold for the symmetric blocks of unitarily invariant Hermitian
random matrices whose distributions converge to compactly supported measures
on the real line becasue they are known to be asymptotically free and asymp-
totically free from the deterministic diagonal matrices [18, Theorem 4.3.5] and
their norms are uniformly bounded.
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(2) If we rescale all variables in each block Tp,qpuq by a constant cp,qpuq (each matrix
of such scaling constants is assumed to be symmetric), we obtain the limit
mixed moments of symmetric blocks from Theorem 6.1 by linearity. It suffices
to multiply each pγp,qpuq by cp,qpuq.
(3) An important example is that of Hermitian Gaussian random matrices, where
block variances are vp,qpuq “ cp,qpuq2. The limit moments are expressed in terms
of operators ωp,qpuq with variances in the state Ψq equal to bp,qpuq “ dpvp,qpuq,
respectively.
Definition 6.3. By a Hermitian Gaussian random matrix (HGRM) we shall under-
stand a Hermitian n-dimensional matrix Y pnq “ pYi,jpnqq of complex-valued random
variables such that
(1) the variables
tReYi,jpnq, ImYi,jpnq : 1 ď i ď j ď nu
are independent Gaussian random variables,
(2) EpYi,jpnqq “ 0 for any i, j, n,
(3) Ep|Yj,jpnq|2q “ vq,q{n and Ep|ReYi,jpnq|2q “ Ep|ImYi,jpnq|2q “ vp,q{2n for any
pi, jq P NpˆNq and n, where p ‰ q and V :“ pvp,qq PMrpRq consists of positive
entries and is symmetric.
Definition 6.4. We will say that the family of HGRM of Definition 6.3 is independent
if the variables
tReYi,jpu, nq, ImYi,jpu, nq : 1 ď i ď j ď n, u P Uu
are independent and we denote by V puq “ pvp,qpuqq the corresponding variance matrices.
In analogy to the case of one HGRM studied in [23], the asymptotic joint distributions
of symmetric blocks of a family of HGRM are expressed in terms of the matrices
Bpuq “ DV puq,
for any u P U. Let us observe that if all block variances are equal to one, then
Bpuq “
¨˚
˚˝ d1 d1 . . . d1d2 d2 . . . d2
. .
. . . .
dr dr . . . dr
‹˛‹‚,
for any u P U. Even this simple situation is interesting when we investigate joint
distributions of blocks.
Corollary 6.2. If tY pu, nq : u P U, n P Nu is a family of independent HGRM, then
lim
nÑ8
τqpnqpTp1,q1pu1, nq . . . Tpm,qmpum, nqq “ Ψqppωp1,q1pu1q . . . pωpm,qmpumqq
as nÑ 8 for any u1, . . . , um P U and p1, q1, . . . , pm, qm, q P rrs.
Proof. If rkpuq “ δk,2 for any u P U, we obtain pγp,qpuq “ pωp,qpuq for any p, q, u. Then,
we use Theorem 6.1 together with asymptotic freeness of independent HGRM under
τpnq to prove our claim (the case of arbitrary variances is also covered since we can
rescale the blocks and the operators). 
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The family of polynomials of Corollary 5.1 gives the limit mixed moments of Theorem
6.1 in the case when all scaling constant are equal to one. If D is singular, then certain
limit mixed moments of Theorem 6.1, and thus also the corresponding polynomials,
may vanish. We close this section with giving the necessary and sufficient conditions
for them to be non-trivial. This result shows that if dq vanishes, the only interesting
situation is when only the imaginary block is colored by q.
Corollary 6.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, if
lim
nÑ8
τqpnqpTp1,q1pu1, nq . . . Tpm,qmpum, nqq ‰ 0
then the following conditions hold:
(1) there are no evanescent blocks in the above moment,
(2) all unbalanced blocks are of the form Tp,qpu, nq for some p ‰ q,
(3) NCIm,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq ‰ H.
Proof. If Tpi,qipu, niq is evanescent for some i P rms, then the corresponding γpi,qipuiq
is trivial and thus Mm “ 0. Next, if Tpi,qipu, niq is unbalanced for some i P rms, where
q R tpi, qiu, then, assuming (without loss of generality) that the corresponding sym-
metrized operator is of the form pγpi,qipuiq “ γpi,qipuiq (and thus dqi “ 0) and taking the
largest such i, we observe that it must act on Ωqi or on a vector of the form eqi,tpuqbw
in order to give a non-zero result. However, since qi ‰ q, we must have Ωqi ‰ Ωq
and, moreover, the index qi is ‘inner’ and therefore must deliver dqi in association with
some annihilation operator of the form ℘qi,tpuq. Since dqi “ 0, the moment must vanish.
Thus, each unbalanced block has to be of the form Tp,qpu, nq for some p P rrs and u P U.
Finally, if NCIm,qppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq “ H, then Mm “ 0 by Proposition 5.3. This
completes the proof. 
7. Asymptotic monotone independence and s-freeness
In this section we show how to use the asymptotics of symmetric blocks under par-
tial traces to obtain random matrix models for booolean, monotone and s-free inde-
pendences. The framework of matricial freeness random variables is very effective here
since the matricial nature of our variables allows us to choose only those with suit-
able indices to construct random variables which are independent in the required sense.
Then one can identify these variables with blocks of random matrices. Partial traces
and unbalanced blocks are particularly useful.
We will restrict our attention to the case of two independent asymptotically free
Hermitian random matrices decomposed in terms of three symmetric blocks as
Y pu, nq “
ÿ
1ďiďjď2
Ti,jpu, nq,
where u P t1, 2u. Choosing appropriate symmetric blocks of these matrices, we will
construct pairs of independent Hermitian random matrices tXp1, nq, Xp2, nqu which
are asymptotically boolean independent, monotone independent or s-free under one of
the partial traces. Thus, the distributions of the sums
Xpnq “ Xp1, nq `Xp2, nq
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will be asymptotically boolean, monotone or s-free convolutions of the asymptotic dis-
tributions of the summands. The boolean case is rather straightforward, but the other
two are slightly more involved.
In view of Theorem 6.1, if we are able to construct families of random variables which
are independent in some sense from a family of arrays of canonical noncommutative ran-
dom variables, a corresponding random matrix model is close at hand. The definitions
of boolean independence, monotone independence and s-freeness can be found in [22].
Let us remark that the notion of s-freeness is related to the subordination property for
the free additive convolution [7,34]. Moreover, we recall that in the last two cases the
order in which the variables appear is relevant.
Lemma 7.1. Let U “ t1, 2u, r “ 2 and r1puq “ 0 for u P t1, 2u. Then
(1) the pair tγ1,2p1q, γ1,2p2qu is boolean independent with respect to Ψ2,
(2) the pair tγ1,2p1q, γ1,1p2q ` γ1,2p2qu is monotone independent with respect to Ψ2,
(3) the pair tγ1,1p1q ` γ1,2p1q, γ1,1p2qu is s-free with respect to pΨ2,Ψ1q,
where the operators γp,qpuq are given by Proposition 5.1 and the covariance of ℘p,qpuq
is dp for any p, q, u, where d1 “ 1 and d2 “ 0.
Proof. Using Proposition 5.1 and the assumptions of this lemma, we can write the
operators under consideration in the form
γ1,1puq “ ℘1,1puq˚ `
8ÿ
k“1
rk`1puq℘k1,1puq
γ1,2puq “ ℘1,2puq˚ `
8ÿ
k“1
rk`1puq℘k´11,1 puq℘1,2puq
for u P t1, 2u, where we use the fact that ℘2,1puq “ ℘2,2puq “ 0 since d2 “ 0. To obtain
(1), it suffices to observe that Ω2 is the only basis vector that can appear in the range
of a polynomial in γ1,2p1q (γ1,2p2q) onto which γ1,2p2q (γ1,2p1q) acts non-trivially. The
same is true if we interchange both operators. To prove (2), denote
γp1q “ γ1,2p1q and γp2q “ γ1,1p2q ` γ1,2p2q.
We need to show that the pair tγp1q, γp2qu (in that order) is monotone independent
w.r.t. Ψ2, i.e.
Ψ2pw1a1b1a2w2q “ Ψ2pb1qΨ2pw1a1a2w2q
for any a1, a2 P Crγp1q, 11s, b1 P Crγp2q, 12s, where 11 “ 11,2 and 12 “ 1 and w1, w2 are
arbitrary elements of Cxγp1q, γp2q, 11, 12y. It suffices to consider the action of γp1q and
γp2q onto their invariant subspace in M of the form
M1 “ CΩ2 ‘ FpH1,1p2qq b FpH1,1p1qq b pH1,2p2q ‘H1,2p1qq
where FpHq is the free Fock space over H with the vacuum vector Ω and Hp,qpuq “
Cp,qpuq for any p, q, u (we identify Ω b e1,2puq with e1,2puq). Now, the range of any
polynomial in γp1q is contained in
M1
1
“ CΩ2 ‘ FpH1,1p1qq bH1,2p1q
since the only vector in M1 onto which ℘1,2p1q acts nontrivially is Ω2, giving e1,2p1q,
and then the action of powers of ℘1,1p1q gives the remaining basis vectors of M11. Of
course, 11 preserves any vector from M11. Therefore, it suffices to compute the action
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of any polynomial in γp2q onto any vector from M1
1
. Now, looking at the formulas for
γ1,1p2q and γ1,2p2q, we observe that the action of powers of γp2q onto any basis vector of
M1
1
is the same as the action of the canonical noncommutative random variable onto
the vacuum vector in the free Fock space. Thus, we have
pγp2qqkv “ αkv ` higher order terms
for any k ě 1 and any basis vector v of M1. In particular,
pγp2qqkΩ2 “ αkΩ2 mod pM1 a CΩ2q
pγp2qqke1,2p1q “ αke1,2p1q mod pM1 a pCΩ2 ‘H1,2p1qqq,
etc. Thus Ψ2ppγp2qqkq “ αk and, moreover, since all higher order terms are in Kerpγp1qq,
we can pull out αk and the required condition for monotone independence holds for
positive powers of γp2q. It is easy to see that it also holds if b1 “ 12, which completes
the proof of (2). To prove (3), consider
δp1q “ γ1,1p1q ` γ1,2p1q, δp2q “ γ1,1p2q
and their invariant subspace in M of the form
M2 “ CΩ2 ‘ FpH1,1p1q ‘H1,1p2qq bH1,2p1q.
Observe that M2 is isomorphic to
F1,2 “ CΩ‘ F01 ‘ pF02 b F01 q ‘ pF01 b F02 b F01 q ‘ . . .
where F0j “ FpCepjqq a Cξj and the isomorphism τ is given by τpΩ2q “ Ω and
τpe1,1pj1q b . . .b e1,1pjk´1q b e1,2p1qq “ epj1q b . . . epjk´1q b ep1q
for any j1, . . . , jk´1 P t1, 2u and k P N. The space F1,2 is the s-free product of two free
Fock spaces, pF1, ξ1q and pF2, ξ2q, the subspace of their free product pF1, ξ1q ˚ pF2, ξ2q
(for the definition of the s-free product of Hilbert spaces and of the s-free convolution
describing the free subordination property, see [21]). Now, observe that the action of
δp1q onto M2 can be identified with the action of the canonical noncommutative ran-
dom variable γ1 (built from ℓ1 and its adjoint) restricted to F1,2. Similarly, the action
of δp2q onto M2 can be identified with the action of γ2 (built from ℓ2 and its adjoint)
restricted to F1,2. This proves that the pair tδp1q, δp2qu (in that order) is s-free with
respect to the pair of states pΨ2,Ψ1q, which gives (3). 
We are ready to state certain results concerning asymptotic properties of indepen-
dent Hermitian random matrices Xp1, nq, Xp2, nq which are built from at most three
symmetric blocks of two independent matrices Y p1, nq, Y p2, nq which satisfy the as-
sumptions of Theorem 6.1. We assume that one asymptotic dimension is equal to zero,
thus one block is balanced, one is unbalanced and one is evanescent.
Theorem 7.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, let U “ t1, 2u, where r1puq “ 0
for u P t1, 2u, r “ 2, d2 “ 0 and d1 “ 1. Then
(1) the pair tT1,2p1, nq, T1,2p2, nqu is asymptotically boolean independent with respect
to τ2pnq,
(2) the pair tT1,2p1, nq, Y p2, nqu is asymptotically monotone independent with respect
to τ2pnq,
(3) the pair tY p1, nq, T1,1p2, nqu is asymptotically s-free with respect to pτ2pnq, τ1pnqq.
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Proof. Since d1 “ 1 and d2 “ 0, blocks T1,1pu, nq, T1,2pu, nq and T2,2pu, nq are bal-
anced, unbalanced and evanescent, respectively. Therefore, by Theorem 6.1, we have
convergence as nÑ8
T1,2pu, nq Ñ γ1,2puq
T1,1pu, nq Ñ γ1,1puq
T2,2pu, nq Ñ 0
in the sense of moments under τ2pnq for u P t1, 2u, where the limit moments are com-
puted in the state Ψ2. By Lemma 7.1, the proof is completed. 
8. Non-Hermitian Gaussian random matrices
We would like to generalize the results of Section 6 to the ensemble of independent
non-Hermitian random matrices. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the ensem-
ble of non-Hermitian Gaussian matrices. This ensemble (or, the family of its entries) is
sometimes called the Ginibre Ensemble (the family of symmetric blocks of the Ginibre
Ensemble can be called the Ginibre Symmetric Block Ensemble). We keep the same
settings for blocks as in Section 6.
We will show that the Ginibre Symmetric Block Ensemble converges in *-moments
as nÑ8 to the ensemble of non-self adjoint operators
tηp,qpuq : pp, qq P J , u P Uu
where
ηp,qpuq “ p℘p,qp2u´ 1q ` p℘˚p,qp2uq
for pp, qq P J , u P U “ rts and pp℘p,qpuqq, where u P r2ts, are arrays of symmetrized
creation operators (the set J is assumed to be symmetric). In fact, it suffices to consider
the case when J “ rrs ˆ rrs and restrict to a symmetric subset if needed.
In order to define t arrays pηp,qpuqq, where u P rts, we need 2t arrays pp℘p,qpuqq, where
u P r2ts. Moreover, we shall assume that
bp,qp2u´ 1q “ bp,qp2uq “ dpvp,qpuq
for any fixed p, q, u. Our definition parallels that in the free case, where operators
ηpuq “ ℓp2u´ 1q ` ℓ˚p2uq
for u P rts, which are unitarily equivalent to circular operators, are introduced [31,
Theorem 3.3]. Here, tℓp1q, . . . , ℓp2tqu is a family of free creation operators.
We can now generalize the result of Corollary 6.2 to the Ginibre Symmetric Block
Ensemble. The important difference is that we do not assume that the matrices are
Hermitian and thus each matrix contains 2n2 independent Gaussian random variables.
However, in order to reduce this model to the Hermitian case, we need to assume that
the variance matrices are symmetric. The theorem given below is a block refinement of
that proved by Voiculescu for the Ginibre Ensemble [33, Theorem 3.3] except that we
assume the Gaussian variables to be independent block-identically distributed (i.b.i.d.)
instead of i.i.d.
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Theorem 8.1. Let pY pu, nqq be the family of complex random matrices, where n P N,
u P U “ rts, and
tReYi,jpu, nq, ImYi,jpu, nq : i, j P rns, u P Uu
is a family of independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variances
EppReYi,jpu, nqq2q “ EppImYi,jpu, nqq2q “ vp,qpuq
2n
for any pi, jq P Np,q and u P U, where the matrices pvp,qpuqq are symmetric. Then
lim
nÑ8
τqpnqpT ǫ1p1,q1pu1, nq . . . T ǫmpm,qmpum, nqq “ Ψqpηǫ1p1,q1pu1q . . . ηǫmpm,qmpumqq
for any ǫ1, . . . , ǫm P t1, ˚u, u1, . . . , um P U and q, p1, q1, . . . , pm, qm P rrs.
Proof. The proof is similar to that in [33, Theorem 3.3]. Write each matrix in the
form
Y pu, nq “ 2´1{2
´
Xpu, nq ` i rXpu, nq¯ ,
where
Xpu, nq “ 2´1{2 pY pu, nq ` Y ˚pu, nqqrXpu, nq “ i2´1{2 pY ˚pu, nq ´ Y pu, nqq
are Hermitian for any n P N and u P U. The symmetric blocks of these matrices, denoted
pUp,qpu, nqq and prUp,qpu, nqq, respectively, will give the asymptotics of symmetric blocks
pTp,qpu, nqq and their adjoints since
Tp,qpu, nq “ 2´1{2pUp,qpu, nq ` irU˚p,qpu, nqq
for any p, q, n, u. They are built from variables Xi,jpu, nq and rXi,jpu, nq, where
ReXi,jpu, nq “ 2´1{2 pReYi,jpu, nq ` ReYj,ipu, nqq
ImXi,jpu, nq “ 2´1{2 pImYi,jpu, nq ´ ImYj,ipu, nqq
Re rXi,jpu, nq “ 2´1{2 pImYi,jpu, nq ` ImYj,ipu, nqq
Im rXi,jpu, nq “ 2´1{2 pReYj,ipu, nq ´ ReYi,jpu, nqq ,
for any pi, jq P Np,q and any u P U. These satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 6.2.
In particular, they are independent due to the fact that for fixed i ‰ j and u, n,
the pairs tReYi,jpu, nq,ReYj,ipu, nqu and tImYi,jpu, nq, ImYj,ips, nqu are identically dis-
tributed since the variance matrices pvp,qpuqq are symmetric by assumption (each vari-
able Xi,jpuq indexed by pi, jq P Np,q has variance vp,qpuq{n). Denote
Up,qpu, nq “ Zp,qp2u´ 1, nq and rUp,qpu, nq “ Zp,qp2u, nq
for any p, q P rrs and u P U. Using Corollary 6.2, we can express the asymptotic mixed
moments in the blocks pZp,qpu, nqq in terms of mixed moments in symmetrized Gaussian
operators ppωp,qpuqq, where u P r2ts, namely
lim
nÑ8
τqpnqpZp1,q1pu1, nq . . . Zpm,qmpum, nqq “ Ψqppωp1,q1pu1q . . . pωpm,qmpumqq
for any pp1, q1q, . . . , ppm, qmq P J , q P rrs, and u1, . . . um P r2ts. Each of these arrays has
semicircle distributions on the diagonal and Bernoulli distributions elsewhere. These
arrays are independent in the sense discussed in Section 3. Now, the linear map
θ : M2tr pCq ÑM2tr pCq
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such that
θpep,qp2u´ 1qq “ 2´1{2pep,qp2u´ 1q ` iep,qp2uqq
θpep,qp2uqq “ 2´1{2pep,qp2u´ 1q ´ iep,qp2uqq
for any p, q P rrs and u P rts, induces a unitary map
Mpθq : Mp pHq ÑMp pHq
whereMp pHq is the matricially free Fock space of tracial type over the array pH “ pHp,qq
of Hilbert spaces
Hp,q “
2tà
u“1
Cp,qpuq,
where p, q P rrs, for which it holds that
MpθqΩq “ Ωq,
Mpθq℘p,qp2u´ 1qMpθq˚ “ 2´1{2p℘p,qp2u´ 1q ` i℘p,qp2uqq,
Mpθq℘p,qp2uqMpθq˚ “ 2´1{2p℘p,qp2u´ 1q ´ i℘p,qp2uqq
for any p, q P rrs and u P rts. Consequently,
Mpθqηp,qpuqMpθq˚ “ 2´1{2ppωp,qp2u´ 1q ` ipωp,qp2uqq
for any p, q P rrs and u P rts. Therefore, each mixed moment in operators (which replace
the circular operators) pωp,qp2u´ 1q ` ipωp,qp2uq
can be expressed as a corresponding moment in the operators ηp,qpuq, where p, q P rrs
and u P rts, respectively. This completes the proof. 
Remark 8.1. Let us observe that the family of arrays of operators
trζpuqs : u P Uu
where each entry of rζpuqs is of the form
ζp,qpuq “ pωp,qp2u´ 1q ` ipωp,qp2uq,
for any pp, qq P J , replaces the family of circular operators of Voiculescu [33] related to
the circular law [3,8,14]. In particular, it is easy to see that each operator ζp,qpuq is a
circular operator since it is of the form a ` ib, where a and b are free with respect to
the corresponding state Ψq and have semicircle distributions under Ψq. If p “ q, the
distributions of a and b are identical, whereas if p ‰ q, they are identical if and only if
dp “ dq.
Theorem 8.1 can be applied to the study of Wishart matrices and more general prod-
ucts of complex rectangular random Gaussian matrices. Let us state a combinatorial
formula for the mixed moments of the operators from the arrays pηp,qpuqq, where u P U.
First, however, let us present an example with explicit computations.
Example 8.1. For simplicity, assume that t “ 1 and denote ηp,q “ ηp,qp1q for any
p, q P rrs. Of course,
ηp,q “ p℘p,qp1q ` p℘˚p,qp2q and η˚p,q “ p℘˚p,qp1q ` p℘p,qp2q
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For any q P rrs, we have
Ψqppηp,qη˚p,qq3q “ Ψqp℘˚p,qp2q℘p,qp2q℘˚p,qp2q℘p,qp2q℘˚p,qp2q℘p,qp2qq
` Ψqp℘˚p,qp2q℘p,qp2q℘˚p,qp2q℘˚q,pp1q℘q,pp1q℘p,qp2qq
` Ψqp℘˚p,qp2q℘˚q,pp1q℘q,pp1q℘p,qp2q℘˚p,qp2q℘p,qp2qq
` Ψqp℘˚p,qp2q℘˚q,pp1q℘q,pp1q℘˚q,pp1q℘q,pp1q℘p,qp2qq
` Ψqp℘˚p,qp2q℘˚q,pp1q℘˚p,qp2q℘p,qp2q℘q,pp1q℘p,qp2qq
“ b3p,qp2q ` 3b2p,qp2qbq,pp1q ` bp,qp2qb2q,pp1q
and thus the summands correspond to noncrossing colored partitions shown in Example
4.5. In the random matrix setting of Theorem 8.1, if all block variances are set to one,
the expressions on the right-hand sides reduce to polynomials in dp, dq of the form
dp, d
2
p ` dpdq, d 3p ` 3d 2p dq ` dpd 2q
respectively, since bp,qpkq “ dp and bq,ppkq “ dq for k P t1, 2u (cf., for instance, [16]).
The above example shows the connection between mixed moments of the considered
operators and noncrossing colored partitions. The main feature of the combinatorics
for the non-Hermitian case is that in order to get a pairing between two operators, one
of them has to be starred and one unstarred. This leads to the following definition and
consequently, to an analog of Proposition 4.3.
Definition 8.1. We say that π P NC2m is adapted to ppw1, u1, ǫ1q, . . . , pwm, um, ǫmqq,
where wk “ tpk, qku and ppk, qk, ukq P rrsˆ rrsˆ rts and ǫk P t1, ˚u for any k, if there ex-
ists a tuple ppv1, u1q, . . . , pvm, umqq, where vk P tppk, qkq, pqk, pkqu for any k, to which π is
adapted and ǫj ‰ ǫk whenever tj, ku is a block. The set of such partitions will be denoted
by NC2mppw1, u1, ǫ1q, . . . , pwm, um, ǫmqq. Its subset consisting of those partitions which
are inNC2m,qpw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqqwill be denotedNC2m,qppw1, u1, ǫ1q, . . . , pwm, um, ǫmqq.
Proposition 8.1. For any tuple ppw1, u1, ǫ1q, . . . , pwm, um, ǫmqq and q P rrs, m P N,
where wk “ tpk, qku and pk, qk P rrs, uk P rts and ǫk P t1, ˚u for each k, it holds that
Ψqpηǫ1p1,q1pu1q . . . ηǫmpm,qmpumqq “
ÿ
πPNC2m,qppw1,u1,ǫ1q,...,pwm,um,ǫmqq
bqpπ, f, gq
where f is the coloring of π defined by pw1, . . . ,wm; qq and g is the labeling of π defined
by pu1, . . . , umq.
Proof. The above mixed moment in the operators ηǫkpk,qkpukq, where k P rms, can be
expressed as the mixed moment of the operators
2´1{2ppωpk,qkp2uk ´ 1q ˘ ipωpk,qkp2ukqq,
where k P rms, and thus can be written in terms of the mixed moments of the operators
ppωpk,qkpskqq, where sk P t2uk ´ 1, 2uku for any k P rms. These, in turn, are given by
Proposition 4.3. However, the associated noncrossing pair partitions must be adapted
to ppw1, u1q, . . . , pwm, umqq since 2uj ´ 1 “ 2uk ´ 1 or 2uj “ 2uk for some j ‰ k implies
that uj “ uk. The contributions from such partitions are given by numbers bqpπ, fq.
In the context of complex Gaussian operators of the type shown above, where the
variances associated with 2uk ´ 1 and 2uk coincide for any fixed k, these numbers are
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obtained when computing the moments given by the products of the above complex
linear combinations (one with the plus sign and the other with the minus sign), namely
2´1ppωpk,qkp2uk ´ 1qpωpk,qkp2uk ´ 1q ` pωpk,qkp2ukqpωpk,qkp2ukqq
under the state Ψpk or Ψqk , which gives bqk ,pk “ dqkvqk,pkpukq or bpk,qk “ dpkvpk,qkpukq,
respectively. This implies that the associated partition must satisfy the additional con-
dition ǫj “ ǫk whenever tj, ku is a block. This completes the proof. 
9. Wishart matrices and related products
We can also study products of Gaussian random matrices using the framework of
matricial freeness. Since the main objects in our model are blocks of Gaussian random
matrices, there is no major difference in treating rectangular or square matrices.
The main point of this section is to show that the framework of matricial freeness is
general enough to include square or rectangular Gaussian random matrices as well as
their products in one unified scheme. However, it can also be seen that our formalism
is much more general and should give a number of interesting examples, of which sums
and products of independent block-identically distributed Gaussian random matrices
are just the most natural ones.
Using matricially free probability, we can reproduce certain results concerning prod-
ucts Bpnq of rectangular Gaussian random matrices and the asymptotic distributions
of BpnqB˚pnq under the trace composed with classical expectation as n Ñ 8. In
particular, if Bpnq is just one complex Gaussian random matrix, the matrix
W pnq “ BpnqB˚pnq
is the complex Wishart matrix [37]. The limit distribution of a sequence of such matrices
is the Marchenko-Pastur distribution (which also plays the role of the free Poisson
distribution) with moments given by Catalan numbers.
The original result on the asymptotic distributions of the Wishart matrices is due
to Marchenko and Pastur [27], but many different proofs have been given (see, for
instance [15,27,35]). In the case when Bpnq is a power of a square random matrix,
then it has recently been shown by Alexeev et al [1] that the limit moments are given
by Fuss-Catalan numbers (products of independent random matrices have also been
studied recently [2,9,10]). The distributions defined by the Fuss-Catalan numbers were
explicitly determined by Penson and 9Zyczkowski [31]. A random matrix model based
on a family of distributions called free Bessel laws constructed from the Marchenko-
Pastur distribution by means of free convolutions was given by Banica et al [4]. In turn,
asymptotic freeness of independent Wishart matrices was proved by Voiculescu [33] (see
also [11,18]). Let us also mention that explicit formulas for moments of Wishart matrices
were given, for instance, by Hanlon et al [17] and by Haagerup and Thorbjornsen [16].
In our framework, it suffices to use one symmetric off-diagonal (rectangular or square,
balanced or unbalanced) block to study the asymptotic distribution of the Wishart
matrix. More generally, using matricially free Gaussian operators, we can also study
the asymptotic distributions of W pnq in the case when the matrices Bpnq are sums of
independent rectangular Gaussian random matrices as in [6], namely
Bpnq “ Y pu1, nq ` Y pu2, nq ` . . .` Y pum, nq,
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assuming they have the same dimensions, as well as in the case when Bpnq is a product
of independent rectangular Gaussian random matrices
Bpnq “ Y pu1, nqY pu2, nq . . . Y puk, nq,
assuming their dimensions are such that the products are well-defined. Using Theorem
8.1, one can study non-Hermitian Wishart matrices which are also of interest [19]. In
both cases, it suffices to take a suitable sequence of the off-diagonal symmetric blocks of
a family of independent Gaussian random matrices (the first case) or even one Gaussian
random matrix matrix (the second case). Since we know how to compute the asymptotic
joint distributions of symmetric blocks, we can immediately obtain results concerning
asymptotic distributions of such products.
In our treatment of products, it will be convenient to use sets NC2mpWkq of noncross-
ing Wk-pairings, where Wk is a word of the form
Wk “ p12 . . . pp˚ . . . 2˚1˚qk
where m “ kp, by which we understand the set of noncrossing pair partitions of the
set rms in which all blocks are associated with pairs of letters of the form tj, j˚u. If
π P NC2mpWkq, we denote by Rjpπq and R˚j pπq the sets of the right legs of π which are
associated with j and j˚, respectively. Of course,
Rpπq “
pď
j“1
Rjpπq YR˚j pπq
for any π P NC2mpWkq.
Definition 9.1. Define homogenous polynomials in variables d1, d2, . . . , dp`1 of the
form
Pkpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q “
ÿ
πPNC2kppWkq
d
r1pπq
1
d
r2pπq
2
. . . d
rp`1pπq
p`1
for any k, p P N, where
rjpπq “ |Rjpπq| ` |R˚j´1pπq|
for any π P NC2kppW q and 1 ď j ď p` 1, where we set R˚0pπq “ H and Rp`1pπq “ H.
Our random matrix model for products of independent Gaussian random matrices
will be based on products of a chain of symmetric random blocks
Tj,j`1pnq “ Tj,j`1pu, nq, where j P rps and n P N,
with u P U fixed and thus omitted in our notations (taking different u’s does not change
the computations since these blocks ore independent anyway). The blocks are embedded
in a Gaussian random matrix Y pnq with asymptotic dimensions d1, d2, . . . , dp`1 which
will be the variables of our polynomials. The symmetric blocks Tj,j`1pnq are not assumed
to be Hermitian, thus we shall use Theorem 8.1 when discussing their singular limit
distributions. Using products of Hermitian random blocks is also possible, especially in
the simplest case of Wishart matrices. However, it is more convenient to use products
of non-Hermitian symmetric random blocks to give a combinatorial description of the
limit moments in the case of singular limit distributions of higher-order products.
In the proof given below, we use ideas on the enumeration of noncrossing pairings
given in [20] (related to the results in [28]).
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Theorem 9.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, suppose that vj,j`1 “ 1 for
j P rps, where p is a fixed natural number, and let
Bpnq “ T1,2pnqT2,3pnq . . . Tp,p`1pnq
for any natural n. Then, for any nonnegative integer k,
lim
nÑ8
τ1pnq
´
pBpnqB˚pnqqk
¯
“ Pkpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q
where d1, d2, . . . , dp`1 are asymptotic dimensions.
Proof. By Theorem 8.1, we obtain
lim
nÑ8
τ1pnqppBpnqB˚pnqqkq “ Ψ1ppηη˚qkq
for any natural k, where
η “ η1,2η2,3 . . . ηp,p`1
for any given p. In view of Proposition 8.1, we can express the right-hand side in terms
of noncrossing partitions
Ψ1ppηη˚qkq “
ÿ
πPNC2m,1ppw1,ǫ1q,...,pwm,ǫmqq
b1pπ, fq
where m “ kp and
pw1`2lp, . . . ,wp`2lpq “ pt1, 2u, . . . , tp, p` 1uq
pwp`1`2lp, . . . ,w2p`2lpq “ ptp, p` 1u, . . . , t1, 2uq
for any 0 ď l ď k ´ 1. In the notation for noncrossing pair partitions adapted to
ppw1, ǫ1q, . . . , pwm, ǫmqq we omit u1, . . . , um since in the considered case we have one
array pηp,qq. Since only operators with the same matricial indices can form a pairing,
NC2m,1ppw1, ǫ1q, . . . , pwm, ǫmqq can be put in one-to-one correspondence with the set
NC2kppWkq. If now π P NC2kppWkq, then we will identify b1pπ, fq with the corresponding
expression of Proposition 8.1. Recall that
b1pπ, fq “
kpź
i“1
b1pπi, fq
where tπ1, . . . , πkpu are blocks of π and where the coloring f is uniquely determined
by π and by the coloring q “ 1 of the imaginary block. Since the block variances are
set to one, we can express each b1pπ, fq as a monomial of order m “ kp in asymptotic
dimensions of the form
b1pπ, fq “ d r1pπq1 d r2pπq2 . . . d rp`1pπqp`1
where the exponents are natural numbers which depend on π and for which
r1pπq ` r2pπq ` . . .` rp`1pπq “ kp.
Let us find an explicit combinatorial formula for these numbers.
When computing b1pπi, fq for various blocks πi, we can see that asymptotic dimen-
sions are assigned to the right legs associated with letters j and j˚ according to the
rules
j Ñ dj and j˚ Ñ dj`1
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for any j P rps. If p “ 1, this is immediate since the block containing the last letter 1˚
in Wk has to be colored by 2 since 1 is reserved to match the color of the imaginary
block. Suppose that p ą 1. If the right leg of some block πi is associated to letter j in
the word Wk (and its left leg to j
˚), then from the pair tj, j ` 1u of possible colorings
of this block we must choose j since the inner block πs associated with the letter j ´ 1
immediately preceding the considered letter j can be colored by j ´ 1 or j (thus j ` 1
is not possible) to make the partition adapted to the considered tuple. This argument
is repeated for j “ p, . . . , 1 (in that order), which shows that each block containing a
letter j is colored by j and therefore we should assign to it the dimension dj. A similar
argument shows that each block containing a letter j˚ must be colored by j ` 1 and
therefore we should assign to it dj`1.
This leads to the formula
rjpπq “ |Rjpπq| ` |R˚j´1pπq| for j P rp` 1s,
where π P NC2mpWkq, and thus
Ψ1ppηη˚qkq “
ÿ
πPNC2kppWkq
d
r2pπq
1
d
r2pπq
2
. . . d
rp`1pπq
p`1 ,
which completes the proof. 
The special case of p “ 1 corresponds to Wishart matrices and the Marchenko-Pastur
distribution [27] with shape parameter t ą 0, namely
̺t “ maxt1 ´ t, 0uδ0 `
apx´ aqpb´ xq
2πx
1 ra,bspxqdx
where a “ p1´?tq2 and b “ p1`?tq2 (see Corollary 9.1). At the same time, ̺t is the
free Poisson law in free probability. It has been shown by Oravecz and Petz [29] that
its moments are the Narayana polynomials
Nkptq “
kÿ
j“1
Npk, jqtj
for any k P N, with coefficients
Npk, jq “ 1
j
ˆ
k ´ 1
j ´ 1
˙ˆ
k
j ´ 1
˙
called Narayana numbers. These numbers are obtained in several different enumera-
tions. For instance, Npk, jq is equal to the number of Catalan paths of lenght 2k with
j peaks. However, we will use another enumeration related to right legs of blocks of the
associated noncrossing partitions.
Proposition 9.1. The Narayana number Npk, jq is equal to the number of those non-
crossing pair partitions π P NC2
2k which have j even numbers in the set Rpπq.
Proof. Our proof is based on the enumeration derived by Osborn [30], in which
Npk, jq is the number of Catalan paths of lenght 2k with 2j edges lying in odd bands,
where an odd band is a set of the form R ˆ ri, i` 1s in the plane R2, where i is even,
in the standard setting, in which a Catalan path begins at p0, 0q and ends at p2k, 0q.
Now, let us associate with each Catalan path a noncrossing pair partition π P NC2
2k in
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the canonical way. Then, if tl, ru is a block of π with l ă r, where r is even, then the
edges corresponding to l and r lie in the odd band. Similarly, if r is odd, then these
edges lie in the even band. Consequently, Npk, jq is equal to the number of noncrossing
pair partitions of r2ks which have j right legs which are even and k´ j right legs which
are odd. This completes the proof. 
Example 9.1. In the path shown below all edges labelled by a lie in the odd bands
and all edges labelled by b lie in the even bands.
  
  
  ❅❅
❅❅  ❅❅
❅❅  
  ❅❅  ❅❅
❅❅r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
a
b
a a
b b b
a a
b b b b
a
There are 6 edges lying in the odd bands and 8 edges lying in the even bands, thus
there are j “ 3 even numbers in the set Rpπq “ t4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14u.
Corollary 9.1. If p “ 1 and d1 ą 0, then under the assumptions of Theorem 9.1 we
obtain
lim
nÑ8
τ1pnq
´
pBpnqB˚pnqqk
¯
“ d k
1
Nkpd2{d1q,
and thus the limit distribution is the d1-dilation of the Marchenko-Pastur distribution
̺t with the shape parameter t “ d2{d1, denoted ̺d2, d1.
Proof. The letters 1 and 1˚ correspond to odd and even numbers, respectively, if we
use the notation as in the proof of Theorem 9.1. In turn, the number of noncrossing
pair partitions which have j right legs labelled by 1˚ is given by Npk, jq by Proposition
9.1 and thus
Pkpd1, d2q “
kÿ
j“1
Npk, jqdj
2
d
k´j
1
“ dk
1
Nkpd2{d1q
which proves the first assertion. The second one is clear since the transformation on
moments mk Ñ λkmk leads to the dilation of the corresponding measures. 
Remark 9.1. The usual settings for Wishart matrices are slightly different since dif-
ferent normalizations are used [10,19]. For instance, if BpNq P GRMpmpNq, N, 1{Nq
is a Gaussian random matrix of dimension mpNq ˆN and 1{N is the variance of each
entry, where N P N, it is assumed that
t “ lim
NÑ8
mpNq
N
and then one computes the limit distribution of B˚pNqBpNq under normalized trace
trpNq composed with classical expectation. One obtains Narayana polynomials in t as
the limit moments, with the corresponding Marchenko-Pastur distribution with shape
parameter t. In our model, we embed Bpnq and B˚pnq in a larger square matrix
of dimension n, in which Bpnq “ S1,2pnq and B˚pnq “ S˚1,2pnq “ S2,1pnq are off-
diagonal blocks and we compute the limit moments of BpnqB˚pnq under τ1pnq. In
order to directly compare these two approaches, we set N “ n1pnq and mpNq “ n2pnq
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to get t “ d2{d1 and, since the variance in our approach is 1{n and in Marchenko-
Pastur’s theorem the variance is 1{N , the kth moment in the limit moment obtained in
Marchenko-Pastur’s theorem must be multiplied by d k
1
to give our asymptotic product
polynomial.
Example 9.2. If p “ 1, the lowest order polynomials of Definition 9.1 are
P1pd1, d2q “ d2
P2pd1, d2q “ d2d1 ` d22
P3pd1, d2q “ d2d21 ` 3d22d1 ` d32
P4pd1, d2q “ d2d31 ` 6d22d21 ` 6d32d1 ` d42
and can be obtained directly from Corollary 9.1 since the corresponding Narayana
polynomials are N1ptq “ t, N2ptq “ t` t2, N3ptq “ t` 3t2` t3, N4ptq “ t` 6t2` 6t3` t4,
respectively.
Corollary 9.2. If d1 “ d2 “ . . . “ dp`1 “ d, then
Pkpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q “ dkpF pp, kq
where F pp, kq “ 1
pk`1
`
pk`k
k
˘
are Fuss-Catalan numbers.
Proof. If d1 “ . . . “ dp`1 “ d, then Pkpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q is equal to dkp multiplied by
the number of noncrossing pair partitions adapted to the word Wk “ 12 . . . pp˚ . . . 2˚1˚
by Theorem 9.1. It is well known (see, for instance [20]) that the latter is equal to the
Fuss-Catalan number F pp, kq. 
Example 9.3. If p “ 2, we obtain by Theorem 9.1 the limit moments
Ψ1ppηη˚qkq “ Pkpd1, d2, d3q, where η “ η1,2η2,3.
For instance, contributions to P2pd1, d2, d3q are
Ψ1p℘˚2,1℘˚3,2℘3,2℘2,1℘˚2,1℘˚3,2℘3,2℘2,1q “ d 22 d 23
Ψ1p℘˚2,1℘˚3,2℘3,2℘˚1,2℘1,2℘˚3,2℘3,2℘2,1q “ d1d2d 23
Ψ1p℘˚2,1℘˚3,2℘˚2,3℘˚1,2℘1,2℘2,3℘3,2℘2,1q “ d1d 22 d3
with the corresponding partitions of the associated word S “ 122˚1˚122˚1˚
respectively. Thus,
P2pd1, d2, d3q “ d 22 d 23 ` d1d2d 23 ` d1d 22 d3.
If we define multivariate generalizations of Narayana polynomials Nkpt1, t2, . . . , tpq by
the formula
Pkpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q “ dkp1 Nkpd2{d1, d3{d1, . . . , dp`1{d1q,
we obtain
N2pt1, t2q “ t21t22 ` t1t22 ` t21t2.
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These polynomials and their coefficients should be of some interest from the combina-
torial point of view.
Let us write the limit distribution of Theorem 9.1 in the convolution form. Let
µs “ Usµ be the probability measure on the real line defined by
Gµspzq “ sGµpzq `
1´ s
z
for any s ą 0, where Gµs and Gµ are Cauchy transforms of µs and µ, respectively.
Theorem 9.2. If d1, d2, . . . , dp`1 ą 0 and p ą 1, then the limit distribution of Theorem
9.1 takes the form
µ1 “ ̺d2,d1 b ̺d3,d1 b . . . b ̺dp`1,d1 .
Proof. We have
τ1pnq
´`
S1,2pnq . . . Sp,p`1pnqS˚p,p`1pnq . . . S˚1,2pnq
˘k¯
“ n2{n1 ¨ τ2pnq
´`
S2,3pnq . . . Sp,p`1pnqS˚p,p`1pnq . . . S˚2,3pnqS˚1,2pnqS1,2pnq
˘k¯
“ n2{n1 ¨ τ2pnq
´
pT2,3pnq . . . Tp,p`1pnqTp,p`1pnq . . . T2,3pnqT1,2pnqT1,2pnqqk
¯
which tends to
d2{d1 ¨ Ψ2pprω2pω21,2qkq,
as n Ñ 8, where rω “ pω2,3 . . . pωp,p`1. Now, the pair trω2, pω21,2u is free with respect
to Ψ2 since the only common index present in both operators is 2 and therefore any
polynomial in one of them, say pω2
1,2, which is in the kernel of Ψ2 maps any vector onto
a linear combination of vectors which do not begin with 2 and these are in the kernel
of the other one, say rω2. Now, the Ψ2-distribution of pω21,2 is ̺d1,d2 by Corollary 9.1.
Therefore,
µ1 “ Ud2{d1p̺d1,d2 b µ2q
where µ2 is the Ψ2-distribution of rω2. If rω is a product of at least two operators, the
same procedure is applied to µ2, which gives
µ2 “ Ud3{d2p̺d2,d3 b µ3q,
where µ3 is the Ψ3-distribution of ppω3,4 . . . pωp,p`1q2. We continue this inductive procedure
and observe that the last step gives
µp´1 “ Udp{dp´1p̺dp´1,dp b ̺dp`1,dpq.
Now, it is easy to show that the S-transform of µ1 “ Usµ takes the form
Sµ1pzq “ 1` z
s` zSµ
´z
s
¯
.
Therefore,
Sµp´1pzq “ p1` zqpdp{dp´1 ` zq´1pdp´1 ` dp´1zq´1pdp`1 ` dp´1zq´1
“ pdp ` dp´1zq´1pdp`1 ` dp´1zq´1
The next step gives
Sµp´2pzq “ pdp´1 ` dp´2zq´1pdp ` dp´2zq´1pdp`1 ` dp´2zq´1,
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and continuing in this fashion, we finally get
Sµ1pzq “ pd2 ` d1zq´1pd3 ` d1zq´1 . . . pdp`1 ` d1zq´1,
which completes the proof. 
Let us finally establish a relation between the limit distributions of Theorem 9.1 and
free Bessel laws πp, t of Banica et al [4] expressed in terms of the free multiplicative
convolution
πp, t “ πbpp´1q b π‘ t,
where π “ ̺1 is the standard Marchenko-Pastur distribution with the shape parameter
equal to one. Random matrix models for these laws given in [4] were based on the
multiplication of independent Gaussian random matrices.
It is easy to observe that one can keep the normalization of Gaussian variables in
terms of the parameter n Ñ 8 in Theorems 8.1 and 9.1 without assuming that n is
the dimension of Y pu, nq. In the context of Theorem 9.1, the asymptotic moments are
still Pkpd1, . . . , dp`1q, except that d1, . . . , dp`1 are arbitrary non-negative numbers. In
particular, we can set n1 “ . . . “ np “ n and np`1 to be the integer part of tn (for p “ 1,
this reminds the normalization discussed in Remark 9.1). In this case, d1 “ . . . “ dp “ 1
and dp`1 “ t, and the limit laws are free Bessel laws.
Corollary 9.3. If d1 “ . . . “ dp “ 1 and dp`1 “ t, the polynomials Pkpd1, . . . , dp`1q are
moments of the free Bessel law πp, t.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.2. 
10. Appendix
The definition of the symmetrically matricially free array of units given in [23] should
be strenghtened in order that the symmetrized Gaussian operators be symmetrically
matricially free. This requires certain changes to be made in [23] which are listed below.
(1) Condition (2) of Definition 8.1 in [23] should be replaced by condition (2) of
Definition 3.4 given in this paper. For that purpose, one needs to distinguish
even and odd elements.
(2) The proof of symmetric matricial freeness of the array of symmetrized Gaussian
operators was stated in Proposition 8.1 in [23] and the proof was (unfortunately)
omitted. Using Definition 3.4, this fact is proved here in Proposition 3.5.
(3) Definition 2.3 in [23] should be replaced by Definition 4.3 given in this paper.
In principle, it is possible to modify the old definition and use conditions on
intersections of unordered pairs, but it is much more convenient and simpler to
phrase the new definition using sequences of ordered pairs.
(4) The proof of Theorem 9.1 in [23] needs to be slightly strengthened since the
classes NC2m,qptp1, q1u, . . . , tpm, qmuq can be smaller, in general, than those con-
sidered in [23] since Definition 4.3 is stronger than Definition 2.3 in [23]. There-
fore, we need to justify that if πpγq P NC2m,qzNC2m,qptp1, q1u, . . . , tpm, qmuq, then
the corresponding mixed moment of symmetric blocks under τqpnq vanishes.
Clearly, in order that this moment be non-zero, the imaginary block of πpγq
must be colored by q. Then all blocks of πpγq of depth zero must be labeled by
pairs tpi, qiu which contain q in order that the corresponding symmetric blocks
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Tpi,qipnq act non-trivially on vectors ej , j P Nq. Supposing that qi “ q for all
such pairs tpi, qiu assigned to the right legs of πpγq, we set vi “ ppi, qiq. Then,
in turn, all symmetric blocks which correspond to blocks of πpγq of depth one
whose nearest outer block is labeled by given tpi, qiu must be labeled by pairs
tpk, qku which contain pi. Supposing that qk “ pi for all such pairs tpk, qku as-
signed to the right legs of πpγq, we set vk “ ppk, qkq. We continue in this fashion
until all symmetric blocks and the corresponding blocks of πpγq are taken into
account. Finally, if ti, ju is a block, where i ă j and vj “ ppj , qjq, then we must
have vi “ pqj , pjq in order that the action of Tpi,qipnq be non-trivial, which follows
from an inductive argument starting from the deepest blocks. Consequently, in
order to get a non-zero contribution from the corresponding mixed moment of
symmetric blocks, which is proportional to the product of variances as in the
proof in [23], there must exist a tuple pv1, . . . , vmq such that vi P tppi, qiq, pqi, piqu
to which πpγq is adapted. Therefore, the conditions of Definition 4.3 are satis-
fied.
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